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Abbreviations
ADP adenosine diphosphate

ATP adenosine triphosphate

ATPase adenosine triphosphatase

BDM butanedione monoxime

BTS benzyl-p-toluene sulfonamide

CaM calmodulin

CDD conserved domain database

CM cardiomyopathy

cryoEM cryoelectron microscopy

ELC essential light chain

EM electron microscopy

ENM elastic network model

FERM 4.1-ezrin-radixin-moesin

GTD globular tail domain
Com8
GTPase guanosine triphosphatase

MDFF molecular dynamics flexible fitting

MHC myosin heavy chain

NM-2a nonmuscle myosin 2a

PBP Pentabromopseudilin (2,3,4-tribromo-5-(3,5-

dibromo-2-hydroxyphenyl)-1H-pyrrole)

PFAM Protein families database

PH pleckstrin homology

QM quantum mechanical

RLC regulatory light chain

SAH single a-helix

SAXS small-angle X-ray scattering

SMART Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool

TFP trifluoperazine

USH1B Usher syndrome 1B
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4.8.1 Introduction

4.8.1.1 Overview of the Myosin Family

Myosins are motor proteins which catalyze the conversion of

chemical energy into directed movement and force. Adenosine

triphosphate (ATP) serves as the energy source, and the fila-

ment-forming protein actin provides the tracks on which the

myosin motors run. The resulting motile activity generated by

the actomyosin complex drives muscle contraction and a wide

range of cellular transportation processes. Thirty to 40% of the

total body mass in humans is made up by skeletal muscle.

Actin and myosin, as the major components of skeletal mus-

cle, are thus among the most abundant proteins in nature.

This abundance allowed Kühne1 to purify a complex of actin

and myosin in 1859, at a time when protein purification

techniques were in their infancy. Kühne1 named the complex

‘myosin’, but Straub and Szent-Györgyi2 recognized in 1942

that Kühne’s myosin contained actin as second component.

During the next 40 years, the term ‘myosin’ was used almost

exclusively to describe the group of similar, but nonidentical

adenosine triphosphatases (ATPases) found in striated and

smooth muscle cells.3 We now recognize that there are hun-

dreds of myosin isoforms from many eukaryotic organisms

with diverse functionality.

Based on a phylogenetic analysis of the highly conserved

head domain, the myosin superfamily of molecular motors

was subdivided into 18 classes4 (see Figure 1 in Ref. 5 for a

phylogenetic tree). Additional classes were identified in para-

sitic protists.5 Several myosins were designated as ‘orphans’,

neither included in one of the existing classes nor accepted as

founders of a new class. The filament-forming myosins of

skeletal muscle, cardiac muscle, smooth muscle, and non-

muscle cells are generally referred to as ‘conventional myosins’

or class-2 myosins. All other myosins are termed ‘unconven-

tional myosins’. The designation ‘class-2 myosin’ originally

referred to the two-headed structure of conventional myosins

which resulted from the historical accident that the first

unconventional myosins discovered were members of the

single-headed class-1 family. However, it soon became clear

that several members of other myosin classes form double-

headed structures.

Skeletal muscle myoblast cells produce 13 myosin iso-

forms, whereas most other types of cells in our body produce

about 20 different myosin isoforms from at least six different

classes.6 The human genome encodes a total of 38 myosin

heavy-chain genes (Table 1).7 These myosin isoforms repre-

sent 12 different classes which are specialized for particular

tasks. Myosin diversity is enhanced by the existence of multi-

ple splice isoforms, their association with various specific light

chains (Table 2), and post-translational modifications such as

the methylation of lysine residues and phosphorylation of

hydroxyl-amino acids.8 The cellular functions and roles of the

various myosin isoforms are diverse, with each form playing a

unique role in generating or stabilizing actin-based move-

ments.9 In addition to the active role played during muscle

contraction, myosin motor activity contributes to cleavage

furrow constriction during cytokinesis, endocytosis, organelle

and vesicle transport, and the mechanical gating of ion

channels. In accordance with their participation in a wide
range of cellular functions, myosins have been implicated in a

wide range of disease processes.
4.8.1.1.1 Conventional myosins
Myosin-2 is formed from six polypeptide chains – a pair of

heavy chains (myosin heavy chain [MHC]) and two pairs of

distinct light chains (Figure 1). The architecture of this hex-

amer is highly asymmetric and can be subdivided in three

regions based on the appearance of the molecule in electron

micrographs:

1. A globular head region, that is the common element found

in all members of the myosin family. The head region is

also referred to as the ‘motor domain’ because it contains

the actin and nucleotide binding sites and is sufficient to

move actin filaments in vitro.10

2. A neck domain, that is formed by the light-chain binding

region, and is thought to act as a lever arm that amplifies

the movement which is generated in the motor domain.11

3. An extended tail region, that is required for filament

assembly.12

The motor domain is highly conserved within the myosin

superfamily, that presumably maintains the productive cou-

pling of interactions with actin filaments and the turnover of

ATP, the energy source of the motors. Nonetheless, variations

in the motor domain greatly affect motor properties such as

velocity and force production, but also play critical roles in

defining the subcellular localization and cargo binding prop-

erties of myosins.

The neck region of myosin-2 consists of a helical extension,

that contains two IQ motifs conforming to the consensus

sequence [I,L,V]QxxxRGxxx[R,K]. Typical IQ motifs consist

of 25 amino acids forming an uninterrupted a-helix which

is distinctly amphiphilic, and providing the binding site

for calmodulin or a calmodulin-like light chain.13 The light

chains stabilize the helix, forming a rigid ‘lever arm’. In addi-

tion, the light chains can play a regulatory role. Phosphor-

ylation of light chains and calcium-dependent changes play a

regulatory role for some myosins.14

The two-chain a-helical coiled-coil tails which self-assem-

ble to form bipolar filaments are characteristic features of

myosin-2. However, for other types of myosins the tail corre-

sponds to the region which displays the greatest level of

diversity with regard to its length, domain composition, and

organization. Tail region-mediated interactions such as cargo

binding or filament formation play an important role in

linking myosin motor activity to specific cellular functions and

processes (Figure 2).

In mammals, there are 14 genes encoding myosin-2 heavy

chains. In humans, six skeletal muscle heavy-chain genes

(‘embryonic’ MYH3, ‘fast 2a’ MYH2, ‘fast 2x’ MYH1, ‘fast 2b’

MYH4, ‘neonatal’ MYH8, and ‘extraocular’ MYH13) are clus-

tered in a region of chromosome 17. The genes encoding

a(MYH6) and b-cardiac (MYH7) MHCs are clustered on

chromosome 14. Other genes encode smooth muscle

(MYH11), three nonmuscle NM2a (MYH9), NM2b (MYH10),

NM2c (MYH14), and a superfast sarcomeric MHC (MYH16).

MHC diversity is increased by alternative splicing. The most



Table 1 Human myosin heavy-chain genes

Myosin class Gene name Protein name Chr.

Myosin-1 MYO1A Myosin-1A, ‘brush border myosin-1’ 12:q13.3
MYO1B Myosin-1B 2:q32.3
MYO1C Myosin-1C 17:p13.3
MYO1D Myosin-1D 17:q11.2
MYO1E Myosin-1E 15:q22.2
MYO1F Myosin-1F 19:p13.2
MYO1G Myosin-1G 7:p13
MYO1H Myosin-1H 12:q24.11

Myosin-2 MYH1 Myosin-2 (heavy chain 1), skeletal muscle, adult 2X/D 17:p13.1
MYH2 Myosin-2 (heavy chain 2) skeletal muscle, adult 2A 17:p13.1
MYH3 Myosin-2 (heavy chain 3) skeletal muscle, embryonic 17:p13.1
MYH4 Myosin-2 (heavy chain 4) skeletal muscle 2B 17:p13.1
MYH6 Myosin-2 (heavy chain 6), cardiac muscle, alpha 14:q11.2
MYH7 Myosin-2 (heavy chain 7) cardiac muscle, beta 14:q11.2
MYH7B Myosin-2 (heavy chain 7B) extraocular muscles, slow tonic (messenger RNA

but not the protein is not present in the myocardium)
20:q11.22

MYH8 Myosin-2 (heavy chain 8) skeletal muscle, perinatal 17:p13.1
MYH9 Myosin-2 (heavy chain 9) nonmuscle 2A 22:q12.3
MYH10 Myosin-2 (heavy chain 10) nonmuscle 2B 17:p13.1
MYH11 Myosin-2 (heavy chain 11) smooth muscle 16:p13.11
MYH13 Myosin-2 (heavy chain 13) superfast,- extraocular muscle 17:p13.1
MYH14 Myosin-2 (heavy chain 14) non-muscle 2C 19:q13.33
MYH15 Myosin-2 (heavy chain 15) extraocular muscles 3:q13.13

Myosin-3 MYO3A Myosin-3A, NinaC-like 10:p12.1
MYO3B Myosin-3B 2:q31.1

Myosin-5 MYO5A Myosin-5A (heavy chain 12) ‘Griscelli syndrome’ 15:q21.2
MYO5B Myosin-5B 18:q21.1
MYO5C Myosin-5C 15:q21.2

Myosin-6 MYO6 Myosin-6 ‘Snell’s Waltzer’ 6:q14.1
Myosin-7 MYO7A Myosin-7A ‘Usher 1b’ 11:q13.5

MYO7B Myosin-7B 2:q14.3
Myosin-9 MYO9A Myosin-9A 15:q23

MYO9B Myosin-9B 19:p13.11
Myosin-10 MYO10 Myosin-10 5:p15.1
Myosin-15 MYO15A Myosin-15A 17:p11.2
Myosin-16 MYO16 Myosin-16 13:q33.3
Myosin-18 MYO18A Myosin-18A PDZ myosin 17:q11.2

MYO18B Myosin-18B PDZ myosin 22:q12.1
Myosin-19 MYO19 Myosin-19 (orphan) 17:q12

Table 2 Human myosin light-chain genes

Gene name Protein name Chr.

MYL1 Myosin light chain 1, alkali; skeletal, fast 2:q34
MYL10 Myosin light chain 10, regulatory 7:q22.1
MYL12A Myosin light chain 12A, regulatory, non-sarcomeric 18:p11.31
MYL12B Myosin light chain 12B, regulatory 18:p11.31
MYL2 Myosin, light chain 2, regulatory, cardiac, slow 12:q24.11
MYL3 Myosin light chain 3, alkali; ventricular, skeletal, slow 3:p21.31
MYL4 Myosin light chain 4, alkali; atrial, embryonic 17:q21.32
MYL5 Myosin light chain 5, regulatory 4:p16.3
MYL6 Myosin light chain 6, alkali; smooth muscle and nonmuscle 12:q13.2
MYL6B Myosin light chain 6B, alkali; smooth muscle and nonmuscle 12:q13.2
MYL7 Myosin light chain 7, regulatory 7:p13
MYL9 Myosin light chain 9, regulatory 20:q11.23
MYLPF Myosin light chain, phosphorylatable, fast skeletal muscle 16:p11.2
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Motor
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of the myosin-2 heavy-chain dimer. The proteolytically generated fragment containing the motor domain and
the neck region is referred to as ‘subfragment-1’ or ‘S1’; the insoluble a-helical coiled-coil dimeric tail is sometimes referred to as ‘the rod’. The
rod is mainly built by a-helical coiled-coil structures produced by a periodic repeat of hydrophobic residues in the first (a) and fourth (d) position
of a septet of amino acids with the general form abcdefg. A second alternative proteolytic cleavage site in the myosin-2 molecule, about 45 kDa
farther downstream in the myosin tail, produces the soluble, two-headed heavy meromyosin (HMM) fragment and the insoluble light meromyosin
(LMM). The distal, dimeric tail part of the HMM fragment is termed ‘subfragment-2’ or ‘S2’. Both, S1 and HMM retain the motor properties of
their parent myosin.178 The lengths of the proteolytic fragments are indicated by arrows.
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prominent role of myosin-2 motors is their active contribution

to muscle contraction.

Mammalian muscle fibers contain four major MHC iso-

forms and three major myosin light-chain (MLC) isoforms.

These can interact with the ‘slow’ MLC1s and the two ‘fast’

MLC1f and MLC3f. The differential distribution of the ‘slow’

b(MYH7) and three ‘fast’ MHC isoforms 2a (MYH2), 2x

(MYH1), and 2b (MYH4) defines four major fiber types con-

taining a single MHC isoform and a number of intermediate

hybrid fiber populations containing both slow- and fast heavy

chain isoforms or combinations of the latter. Expression of the

genes encoding the MHCs in developing and adult muscle is

regulated by neural, hormonal, and mechanical factors. Fur-

ther details about muscles and the role of myosins in muscle

tissue are covered later in this volume.

Class-2 conventional myosins accomplish a wide range of

cellular functions, in addition to muscle contraction. Members

of the conventional myosins are involved in the formation of

lamellipodia and the associated migration of fibroblasts and

other cells.15 Furthermore, they play a role in exocytosis and

endocytosis, as reported, for example, for the internalization

of the chemokine receptor CSCR4 by nonmuscle myosin 2a

(NM-2a).16 The same myosin isoform also participates in the

hearing process, although its molecular role is not known.

Diseases like May-Hegglin anomaly, Fechtner, Sebastian,

Epstein and Alport-like syndromes are related to mutations in

the human gene which encodes NM-2a.17 The R705H muta-

tion in the SH1 helix of NM-2a has been linked to non-

syndromic deafness DFNA17.18 One nonsense mutation and

three point mutations in the MYH14 gene encoding NM-2c,

that is produced in cochlea cells, are associated with non-

syndromic autosomal dominant hearing impairment

DFNA4.19 In invertebrates it was shown, that nonmuscle

myosins are involved in cell development and cell differ-

entiation.20 Knockout studies revealed a critical function of

NM-2b in heart development.21 Recent studies reported the

critical roles of NM-2a and NM-2b for the spreading and
migration of breast cancer cells, with NM-2b having a pre-

ferential role in the mechanics of lamellar protrusion.22 NM-

2c is present in high amounts in other cancer cell lines.23

Moreover, it has been suggested that NM-2a may be involved

in intracellular transport of herpes simplex virus after

infection.24

4.8.1.1.2 Unconventional myosins
Unconventional myosins vary greatly in size and function.

They share the globular motor domain with conventional

myosins, that in most instances is positioned at or near the

N terminus. The kinetic and functional properties of members

of class-1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, and 14 motor domains are tuned to

specific functions, but share the same mechanistic principles

with conventional myosin motors. However, it is by no means

clear that all unconventional myosins can produce force and

movement in a cyclic interaction with ATP and F-actin. The

neck region displays diversity in regard to length and

sequence. The number of clearly identifiable copies of the IQ

motif in the neck regions of unconventional myosins varies

between zero and seven. C-terminally positioned domains,

such as the highly charged single a-helix (SAH) domain can

extend the functional length of the myosin lever. Structural

diversity is greatest in the tail region, that mediates specificity

in regard to cargo binding. Tail regions consist, in some cases,

of very short and unstructured membrane or protein binding

regions, whereas the tails of other unconventional myosins are

formed by large multidomain structures containing various

combinations of protein-protein interaction modules, mem-

brane binding domains, signaling modules, and structural

motifs which may simply act as spacers, or they may mediate

heavy-chain dimer formation.

4.8.1.1.2.1 Myosin-1
Members of the class-1 myosins are small, single-headed

motors which are found in most organisms – from yeast to

humans. They are often associated with membranes and were
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Figure 2 Schematic illustration of the different myosin classes and their domain composition. Predictions of the protein domains are mainly
based on Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool (SMART) (http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/), Protein families database (PFAM) (http://
pfam.sanger.ac.uk/), and conserved domain database (CDD) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ Structure/cdd/cdd.shtml). Ac, Acanthamoeba
castellanii; Acl, Acetabularia cliftonii; Af, Aspergillus fumigates; At, Arabidopsis thaliana; Cb, Caenorhabditis briggsae; Ci, Ciona intestinalis; Cp,
Cryptosporidium parvum; Dd, Dictyostelium discoideum; Dm, Drosophila melanogaster; Gg, Gallus gallus; Hs, Homo sapiens; Lm, Leishmania
major; Mm, Mus musculus; Nt, Nicotiana tabacum; Pf, Plasmodium falciparum; Sc, Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Tc, Trypanosoma cruzi; Tg,
Toxoplasma gondii.
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shown to be involved in the organization of the cytoskeleton,

phagocytosis, pinocytosis, the mechanical gating of ion

channels, and transcription. Consistent with their diverse

functions is the wide range of kinetic properties displayed by

members of this class. Actin-activated ATPase activities range

from 0.032 s�1 to 17.6 s�1, and similar changes are observed

for the speed of movement.25 Class-1 myosins can be sub-

divided into long-tailed and short-tailed isoforms. In general,

the long-tailed myosin-1 isoforms possess a higher ATPase

activity. Short-tailed mammalian class-1 myosins include

Myo1a, Myo1b, Myo1c, Myo1d, Myo1g, and Myo1h. Myo1a is

produced in the polarized epithelial cells of sensory organs,

glands, and the intestine. In intestinal microvilli, it connects

the core bundle of actin filaments to the microvillar mem-

brane. Six point mutations and one nonsense mutation in the

gene encoding Myo1a were identified to be linked to sensor-

ineural deafness DFNA48.26 Myo1b is found enriched at cell

membranes, cell surface projections, and the cleavage furrow

of cells in the heart, brain, lung, liver, and intestine. Myo1c is

found in the cortical regions of many different cell types.

Special roles include the cycling of GLUT4 transporters from

intracellular compartments to the cell membrane of adipo-

cytes and the insertion and/or removal of epithelial Naþ

channels in the plasma membrane of kidney collecting duct

cells. In addition, Myo1c is a component of the adaptation-

motor complex in auditory hair cells.27

A nuclear isoform of Myo1c (nMyo1c) interacts with RNA

polymerase II and appears to play a role in transcription

together with actin.28 The transcription start site for nMyo1c is

in an exon which is located upstream to the start site for

cytoplasmic Myo1c, leading to the production of nMyo1c with

a unique N-terminal peptide.28b,29 Further functions attrib-

uted to nMyo1c include chromatin remodeling and the

movement of chromosomal regions in the nuclei of mam-

malian cells.28a,30

Myo1d plays a role in membrane trafficking and is widely

produced. The highest levels are observed in neuronal cells.

The long-tailed myosins, Myo1e and Myo1f, are pre-

dominantly found at the cell periphery. Myo1e is found in

phagocytic cups and at sites of cell-cell contact in a wide range

of cells. Myo1f is mainly produced in the lung and cells of the

immune system. Accordingly, Myo1f depletion leads to an

impaired immune system.

4.8.1.1.2.2 Myosin-3
Members of the class-3 myosins are single-headed motors

involved in vision and phototransduction. They are char-

acterized by a unique N-terminal serine/threonine kinase

domain. Class-3 myosins can be categorized on the basis of

the pattern of IQ motifs within the molecule. Invertebrate

class-3 myosins typically have two IQ motifs in the neck

domain, frequently separated by 34 to 48 amino acids. Ver-

tebrate class-3 myosins contain two to four neck IQ motifs

and, with the exception of mice, have additional IQ motifs in

their tail domain. Myosin-3 is produced predominantly in

sensory cells in both invertebrates and vertebrates, where it

localizes to complex actin filament-rich structures – rhabdo-

meres of invertebrate photoreceptors, calycal processes of

vertebrate retinal photoreceptors, and stereocilia of inner ear

hair cells. Null mutations cause abnormal phototransduction
and photoreceptor degeneration in flies, and progressive

hearing loss in humans.31 Systematic mutational studies of the

NinaC gene, that encodes the Drosophila melanogaster (Dm)

myosin-3 isoform, suggest that the kinase and myosin

domains have distinct roles. The kinase subunit participates

directly in phototransduction by regulating rhabdomeric

activity, whereas myosin motor function is required to trans-

port the kinase domain to rhabdomeres, to regulate calmo-

dulin localization in rhabdomeres, and to maintain the

structure of rhabdomeres.32 Phosphorylation appears to be

important for the regulation of this myosin and its signaling

interactions with other proteins. So far, there is no established

link between mutations in human myosin-3 genes and

blindness, but mutations in myosin-3a genes were linked to

progressive nonsyndromic hearing loss DFNB30.

4.8.1.1.2.3 Myosin-5
Myosin-5 is a double-headed myosin which dimerizes via a

coiled-coil domain. The heavy chain is composed of an

N-terminal motor domain, a neck region containing six IQ

motifs, a central ‘stalk’ domain responsible for dimerization,

and a globular tail domain (GTD), that mediates cargo

transport. In evolutionary terms, myosin-5 is thought to be as

old or older than myosin-2. The double-headed class-5 myo-

sins are produced in a wide range of organisms including

yeast, protists, insects, and vertebrates. Moreover, they share

many structural and enzymatic properties with class-11 myo-

sins from plants. Myosin-5 moves organelles, vesicles, and

nonvesicular cargos such as smooth endoplasmic reticulum,

melanosomes, and messenger RNA. The processive nature of

myosin-5-based motility supports transport over a distance of

several micrometers. Outward actin-based movement toward

the plasma membrane is frequently dependent on the motor

activity of myosin-5 and its ability to move processively along

actin filaments, taking tens to hundreds of steps before dis-

sociation. Myosin-5 has evolved five molecular properties to

enable its function as an organelle motor: (1) the GTD for

regulated cargo binding, (2) two-headed dimer formation

mediated by the coiled-coil stalk domain, (3) a biochemical

cycle time which is dominated by states with a high affinity for

actin, (4) a strain-dependent kinetic gating mechanism

between the two heads, and (5) a long neck which allows the

two heads to bind 36 nm apart when stepping along the actin

filament. Myosin-5 is a high duty-ratio motor, where ‘duty

ratio’ is defined as the fraction of time a myosin spends

strongly bound to actin during its kinetic cycle. At duty ratios

greater than 0.5, double-headed myosins can take more than

one step without diffusing away from the actin filament.

However, at a typical duty ratio observed for myosin-5, one

can expect no more than eight processive steps per diffusional

encounter with actin.33,34 Processivity is greatly increased by

mechanical gating between the heads. Load-dependent

dynamics keep the biochemical cycles of the two heads out of

synchrony, and increase the processive run length by reducing

the probability that both heads detach from actin simulta-

neously. Relative to the rates of the single-headed construct,

the rate of adenosine diphosphate (ADP) release on the

trailing head was determined to be about 2.5-fold accelerated,

but up to 250-fold slowed on the leading head by the two

heads exerting strain on each other.35 A distance of 36 nm
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equals the pseudo-repeat of the helical actin filament36, that

allows myosin-5 to walk straight along the longitudinal axis of

the actin filament instead of spiraling around the filament.37

Motor and cargo can thus stay on the surface of dense cytos-

keleton networks.

The development of Griscelli’s syndrome type 1 – a rare

autosomal recessive disorder characterized by albinism,

immunodeficiency and, sometimes, neurological symptoms –

is associated with mutations in the myosin-5a gene.38 Gris-

celli’s syndrome types 2 and 3 are caused by mutations in

Rab27a and melanophilin, that form part of the myosin-5

cargo binding complex.
4.8.1.1.2.4 Myosin-6
Myosin-6 encoding genes are found in many multicellular

organisms, where they are expressed ubiquitously. Members of

the class-6 myosins are the only motors which move toward

the pointed, or minus, end of actin filaments. Class-6 myosins

display the basic myosin domain organization. They are

formed from an N-terminal motor domain, a single IQ neck

domain, a central tail region which is formed in part by an

SAH helix, and a C-terminal cargo-binding domain. Unique

inserts are found in the motor domain, the neck region, and

the tail. A 22 amino acid insert (insert-1) near the ATP-binding

pocket may control nucleotide on and off rates. A 53-amino

acid calmodulin-binding insert (insert-2) in the neck redirects

orientation of the lever arm to allow retrograde movement.

The insert-2 domain, that associates with a calmodulin (CaM),

is followed by an IQ motif which binds Ca2þ -depleted cal-

modulin (apo-CaM), a proximal tail domain which forms a

three-helix bundle as seen crystallographically,39 an a-helical40

medial tail domain, a distal tail domain, and a cargo-binding

domain.40

A large and a small insert in the tail domain generate

alternatively spliced isoforms of myosin-6 with distinct intra-

cellular locations and functions. Because it lacks a region

which can mediate heavy-chain dimer formation, myosin-6 is

thought to be a monomeric motor but may dimerize when the

C-terminal cargo-binding domain is bound to lipid mem-

branes.41 Class-6 myosins play a role in the maintenance of

the Golgi complex, participate in endocytosis, and are

required for cell migration.42 Myosin-6 interacts with a

number of different binding partners at two specific sites in its

C-terminal targeting region.42c,43 This region contains no

obvious structural motifs. It is composed of two proteolyti-

cally defined domains which are connected by a trypsin-sen-

sitive linker. Each domain contains either a single RRL or

WWY site for interaction with binding partners such as the 96-

kDa protein disabled-2 (Dab2/DOC-2), the 67-kDa protein

optineurin (FIP-2/nemo-related protein), the member of the

postsynaptic density-95 like MAGUK (membrane associated

guanylate kinase) protein family (SAP97), and GIPC (homo-

logous to GLUT1 C-terminal-binding protein, SEMCAP-1 and

synectin). In addition, each C-terminal domain contains a

high-affinity binding site (Kd¼ 0.3 mM) which mediates the

association with PtdIns(4,5)P2 (PIP2)-containing vesicles.

PIP2-lipid binding induces a large structural change, including

a 31% increase in helicity, which appears to regulate the

recruitment of myosin-6 to clathrin-coated vesicles at the
plasma membrane. Association with lipid vesicles appears to

facilitate myosin-6 dimerization.42c

Myosin-6 depletion is not lethal, despite the finding that it

is the only minus end-directed myosin motor protein so far

identified, and it appears to play crucial roles in a large variety

of cellular processes. Mutations in the myo6 gene in humans

have been linked to hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.44 It was

shown, that class-6 myosins play a decisive role in the

migration, and hence metastasis, of certain cancer cells, such

as prostate cancer cells.45 In Drosophila, myosin-6 was shown

to play a role in gametogenesis, both in male46 and female47

individuals, and in spindle orientation during embryogen-

esis.48 Mice with mutated myosin-6 genes develop Snell’s

Waltzer deafness, and the C442Y mutation in the motor

domain of human myosin-6 causes the nonsyndromic hearing

loss DFNA22.49 It is assumed that myosin-6 can stabilize

stereocilia in inner ear hair cells by anchoring the stereocilia to

the cuticular plate.

4.8.1.1.2.5 Myosin-7
Class-7 myosins are among the most widely expressed myo-

sins in the animal kingdom and display broad tissue expres-

sion. In the inner ear, MYO7A expression is restricted to the

sensory cells of the vestibular and cochlear organs (hair cells).

Two isoforms, myosin-7a and myosin-7b, have distinct kinetic

and functional properties, and are expressed in vertebrates and

some invertebrates. Myosin-7 is a single-headed motor pro-

tein. The myosin-7 heavy chain is composed of the N-terminal

motor domain, the neck region with four to five IQ motifs,

and a complex tail region which contains an SAH domain

(absent in vertebrate myosin-7b and Caenorhabditis elegans

myosin-7), an B460-amino acid segment formed by a myosin

tail homology 4 (MyTH4) domain and a band 4.1-ezrin-

radixin-moesin (FERM) domain, an SH3 domain, and a sec-

ond, C-terminal MyTH4-FERM tandem domain. Myosin-7a

activity was shown to be regulated by an interaction between

the tip of the tail and the motor domain.50 Moreover, it was

shown that the SAH domain can act as an extension of the

lever arm.51 It has been suggested that myosin-7 acts by

exerting local tension, especially at the plasma membrane, and

moving cargos. Recently, myosin-7a was found to associate

with lysosomes and may be involved in lysosome trafficking.52

Abnormal phenotypes associated with myosin-7b muta-

tions have not been described. In contrast, deleterious effects

of myosin-7a dysfunction were reported for a wide range of

organisms. Class-7a myosins appear to play an important role

in the proper functioning of the auditory system by inter-

connecting adjacent stereocilia and adherens junctions. In

mice, mutations in the gene encoding myosin-7a were linked

to nonsyndromic deafness DFNA11 and DFNB2.53 Mutated

mice develop the shaker-1 phenotype and typically display

neuroepithelial defects manifested by hearing loss and ves-

tibular dysfunction, but no retinal pathology.

Usher syndrome is a relatively rare genetic disorder which

is a leading cause of deaf-blindness. Patients with Usher syn-

drome I are usually born deaf, patients with Usher syndrome

II are generally hard-of-hearing rather than deaf, and patients

with Usher syndrome III experience a progressive loss of

hearing. All patients with Usher syndrome experience gradual

vision loss associated with retinitis pigmentosa – a
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degeneration of the retinal cells. More than 80 mutations in

human MYO7A, the gene encoding myosin-7a, are related to

Usher syndrome 1B (USH1B), and more than 100 different

MYO7A mutations distributed throughout the gene have been

identified. In addition to mutations in MYO7A, discreet forms

of Usher syndrome have been associated with mutations in

the genes encoding harmonin (USH1C), cadherin-23

(USH1D), protocadherin-15 (USH1F), SANS (USH1G), ush-

erin (USH2A), VLGR1b (USH2C), whirlin (USH2D), and

clarin-1 (USH3A). USH1B causes congenital deafness, vestib-

ular dysfunction, and prepubertal onset retinitis pigmentosa

leading to blindness.54 Some mutations in MYO7A result in

USH3-like phenotypes, leading to a progressive loss of hearing

and a lower incidence of vestibular dysfunction. Rare dom-

inantly or recessively inherited forms of isolated deafness have

also been associated with mutations in MYO7A.

4.8.1.1.2.6 Myosin-9
Members of class-9 myosin are found exclusively in metazo-

ans. Vertebrates contain two myosin-9 genes, MYO9A and

MYO9B. Mammalian myosin-9b, the only class-9 myosin

studied so far, has unique motor properties.55 Myosin-9 con-

tains an N-terminal extension with sequence similarity to Ras-

association domains. This N-terminal domain is followed by

the conserved myosin head domain, carrying a loop 2 inser-

tion of B145 amino acids. The neck region of vertebrate

myosin-9a consist of six unevenly spaced IQ motifs and, in the

case of myosin-9b, of four evenly spaced IQ motifs. The tail

regions contain domains C1 (C6H2, that binds two zinc ions)

and a guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase)-activator protein

domain for Rho-like GTPases (RhoGAP). Although inverte-

brate class-9 myosins have two C1 domains in their tail

regions, the vertebrate members harbor only a single C1

domain positioned N-terminally to the RhoGAP domain.

Myosin-9b acts as a single-headed processive motor, moving

with a very slow but constant velocity of 20 to 40 nm s�1.56

The cellular role of class-9 myosins remains uncertain, but the

RhoGAP domain might be involved in regulating actin orga-

nization and dynamics.57 As motorized signaling molecules

containing the RhoGAP domain in their tail, mammalian

class-9 myosins may act by moving into actin-rich areas of the

cell periphery, locally converting RhoA, RhoB, and RhoC in

the inactive GDP form and thereby affecting processes such as

cell adhesion, formation of lamellipodial extensions, and cell

polarity.

4.8.1.1.2.7 Myosin-10
Class-10 myosins are specific to chordates and related organ-

isms. Their neck region is formed by three IQ motifs and an

SAH domain extension (see Section 4.8.2.3). Three PEST

sequences separate the SAH helix from three pleckstrin

homology (PH) domains. The PH domains in the tail allow

myosin-10 to interact with membranes and phosphatidylino-

sitol-3,4,5-trisphosphate. The C-terminal segment of the tail is

formed by a MyTH4-FERM tandem domain. It has been

shown that the myosin-10 MyTH4 domain mediates binding

to microtubules, whereas the FERM domain mediates inter-

actions with certain b-integrins and netrin receptors, and

deleted in colorectal cancer (or DCC)/neogenin.58 In addition

to the main role of myosin-10 in the formation of filopodia, it
was shown recently that myosin-10 is required for the proper

assembly of meiotic spindles in Xenopus laevis oocytes.59 It

mediates F-actin-microtubule interactions in mitotic spindles,

promoted by its ATP-dependent motor domain binding to

F-actin and its binding to microtubules via a MyTH4/FERM

domain in its tail.60 Myosin-10 is essential for proper spindle

anchoring, normal spindle length, spindle pole integrity, and

progression through metaphase in oocytes.

4.8.1.1.2.8 Myosin-15
Two genes, MYO15a and MYO15b, encoding myosin-15 family

members have been found in humans. However, MYO15b has

been identified as an unprocessed pseudogene.61 Myosin-15a

messenger RNA and protein are present in a narrowly defined

subset of neurosensory cells in the inner ear, and in neu-

roendocrine cells of the gut and pancreas.62 Myosin-15a is

produced by cells in the inner ear, and in neuroendocrine cells

of the gut and pancreas. It is found at the tips of hair-cell

stereocilia in the inner ear, mechanosensitive rodlike protru-

sions on the apical surface of cochlear and vestibular sensory

cells. In vitro motility experiments suggest that myosin-15a

functions as a plus end-directed motor and can deliver proteins

to the tips of actin-based cellular protrusions.63

Myosin-15a is a single-headed myosin. Its heavy chain is

composed of the N-terminal motor domain, the neck region

with two IQ motifs, and a complex tail region which contains

a MyTH4 domain, a region with weak FERM similarity, an SH3

domain, a MyTH4-FERM domain module, and a predicted

class-1 PDZ-ligand at the C terminus.64 The conserved motor

domain is followed by a neck region which is composed of

two consensus IQ motifs and potentially a third degenerate IQ

motif. Whether the light chain of myosin-15a is CaM or a

unique light chain remains to be determined.

Both human and mouse Myo15a are encoded by 66 exons.

Thirty predicted myosin-15a isoforms ranging in molecular

weight from 92 to 395 kDa have been identified. Exon 2 is

alternatively spliced and encodes an approximate 1200-amino

acid N-terminal extension of human and mouse myosin-

15a.65 The two most abundant isoforms of myosin-15a are

identical in sequence except that isoform 2 lacks the 1187-

amino acid amino-terminal domain preceding the motor.64a

The long N-terminal extension does not contain any well-

defined domains or motifs. Part of it may be intrinsically

unstructured. Several proline-tyrosine (PY and YP) and tyr-

osine-glycine (YG) repeats are found in the two-thirds of the

N-terminal extension which are closer to the N terminus. It

has been speculated that the N-terminal extension forms

elastic connections between the cytoskeleton and the plasma

membrane, and can serve as an effective gating spring in the

context of stereocilia.66

Mutations in myosin-15a are related to nonsyndromic

deafness DFNB3 and the corresponding murine model shaker-

2.65a Most of these mutations were found in the myosin tail

(MyTH4/FERM domain), except for two mutations which

were discovered in the motor domain at the N terminus

(Q1229X) and the active site (G1358S).67

4.8.1.1.2.9 Myosin-16
Class-16 myosins are found solely in higher vertebrates.

Myosin-16 exists in two isoforms; the long isoform (human,
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1858 amino acids) corresponds to myosin-16b/myr8b.

Shorter isoforms are splice variants which have a truncated tail

domain and correspond to myosin-16 A/myr8a.68 Class-16

myosins have an N-terminal extension of about 400 amino

acids containing eight ankyrin repeats which possibly interact

with protein phosphatase 1. The myosin motor domain is

followed by a neck domain containing a single IQ. The tail

domain of myosin-16b (amino acids 1177–1858) is extended

and reveals several stretches of polyproline residues. Myosin-

16b is the predominantly expressed isoform in developing

neural tissue.69 During interphase, myosin-16b localizes to the

nucleoplasm of neurons, whereas myosin-16 A does not

localize to the nucleus. Although the ankyrin repeat region

may contribute to the nuclear localization of myosin-16b, its

distal tail domain is necessary and sufficient to target the

protein to the nucleus.69

4.8.1.1.2.10 Myosin-18
Class-18 myosins are produced by a wide range of vertebrates

and many metazoan species, including arthropods and echi-

noderms. They are composed of a unique N-terminal domain,

a motor domain with an unusual sequence around the ATPase

site, a single IQ motif, a segmented coiled-coil region for

dimerization, and a C-terminal globular tail. Class-18 myosins

can be grouped into two subclasses, myosin-18 A and myosin-

18B. Additional diversity is generated by variable splicing. The

N-terminal 405 amino acids of the longest human myosin-

18 A isoform (2054 amino acids) contain a KE motif and a

PDZ domain. Following the single IQ motif, a long coiled-coil

region in the tail domain mediates heavy-chain dimeriza-

tion.70 Human myosin-18 Aa is produced ubiquitously,

whereas myosin-18 Ab is produced specifically in hemato-

poietic cells.71

Myosin-18 Aa containing the PDZ domain seems to colo-

calize with the ER-Golgi complex, whereas myosin-18 Ab
lacking the PDZ domain localizes diffusely in the cytoplasm.71

Recently, it was shown that myosin-18 A is a novel binding

partner of the PAK2/betaPIX/GIT1 complex.72 This suggests

that myosin-18 A may play an important role in regulating

epithelial cell migration via affecting multiple cell machi-

neries. In addition, it was shown that GOLPH3 binds to

myosin-18 A and connects the Golgi to F-actin. It has been

speculated that this interaction enable myosin-18 A to provide

the tensile force required for efficient tubule and vesicle

formation.73

Much less information is available on myosin-18B. This

myosin is encoded by a candidate tumor suppressor gene

involved in human lung, ovarian, and colorectal carcinogen-

esis.74 It was shown that myosin-18B interacts with the pro-

teasomal subunit Sug1 via its C-terminal domain and is

degraded by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway.75 In human

striated muscle myogenic cells, myosin-18B is found pre-

dominantly in the cytoplasm and moves to the nucleus of

myocytes upon differentiation of these cells.76 In cardiomyo-

cytes and the sarcomeres of adult muscle, this myosin is pro-

duced not only in nuclei, but also in a cytoplasmic striated

pattern alternating with a-actinin. Furthermore, myosin-18B

was shown to interact with HOMER2, a Homer/Ves1 family

protein, forming a complex which is able to suppress ancho-

rage-independent growth in tumor suppression.77
4.8.1.1.2.11 Plant myosins
There are three classes of plant myosins – the double-headed

class-8 and class-11 myosins, and the single-headed class-13

myosins. Little is known about their functions. Myosin-8

contains a motor domain, a neck domain comprising three to

four tandem IQ motifs, an a-helical coiled-coil domain, and a

globular cargo binding domain. The protein appears to sup-

port the transport of small molecules, virus particles, and

specific macromolecules through plasmodesmata, channels

connecting plant cells. Myosin-11 shares a high degree of

structural similarity with myosin-5, but the length of its neck

region is more variable, with the number of IQ motifs varying

between four and six. Myosin-11 appears to be abundantly

produced in plant cells and is thought to be the motor sup-

porting cytoplasmic streaming and organelle transport. Chara

corallina myosin-11 exhibits motility rates of 100 mm s–1, and is

the fastest actin-based motor protein described.78 It has been

reported that myosin-11 moves processively in in vitro motility

assays.79 Myosin-13 has only been found in the green alga

Acetabularia cliftonii, that belongs to the order Dasycladale.5
4.8.1.1.2.12 Parasite myosins
Apicomplexa parasites, such as Toxoplasma or the malaria

parasite Plasmodium, use sophisticated, ingenious invasion

strategies to infect their host cells. Parasites belonging to the

apicomplexa which infect animals or humans80 include Tox-

oplasma and Plasmodium, and the genera Eimeria, Isospora,

Cyclospora, Babesia, Cryptosporidium, Theileria, and Sarcocystis.

Most protozoa use flagella or cilia for active movement. In

contrast, apicomplexa move and actively penetrate host cells

based on an actomyosin-dependent mode of motion, that is

generally referred to as ‘gliding motility’.81 Class-14 myosins

are generally small and display sequence similarity only

B30% with the motor domains of conventional myosins.

They lack a conventional neck region, as indicated by the

absence of proper IQ motifs.82 The parasitic cytoskeletal

actomyosin motor, composed of unusually short actin fila-

ments and the short myosin A, is a key component in the

motility and invasion of the parasites.81c In addition to their

role in the motility and invasion, the class-14 myosin C was

found to be involved in cell division and replication of Tox-

oplasma gondii.83 A recent reassessment of myosin phylogeny

and classification, incorporating a number of novel sequences

uncovered by several genome sequencing initiatives, has

expanded the known repertoire of myosin heavy chains from

apicomplexans and other protists. It established six new

myosin classes, three of which are restricted to alveolates

(class-22, –23, –24), and includes 12 sequences from the

ciliate Tetrahymena thermophila in class-14.5
4.8.1.2 Recombinant Production and Molecular Genetic
Manipulation of Myosin

Myosins are among the most abundant proteins with regard to

biomass and can be easily enriched from a wide range of

sources. Nevertheless, progress on functional and structural

characterization was delayed by difficulties in obtaining

homogeneous preparations of individual isoforms and their

soluble fragments until the advent of recombinant DNA
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technology. Kinetic characterization of myosin requires the

generation of soluble fragments. Recent progress in our

understanding of actomyosin-dependent chemomechanical

transduction has, to a large extent, been facilitated by the

Genome Project-related identification of the entire comple-

ment of myosin encoding gene sequences for humans and

many other species, and the generation of molecular genetic

tools for the production of recombinant myosin motor

domains. The use of RNA interference as research tool, and the

tagging of recombinant myosin and myosin mutant constructs

with fluorescent proteins, have opened the way for the

molecular genetic dissection of myosin function in a wide

range of organisms.
4.8.1.3 Domain Topology and Structure of the Myosin
Head

Figure 3 shows the structure of the myosin head fragment as a

ribbon diagram and a schematic topology map indicating the

subdomains and their secondary structural elements. The core

of the myosin motor domain is formed by a central, seven-

stranded b sheet which is surrounded by a-helices. A SH3-like

b-barrel domain is positioned close to the N terminus. The

function of this small domain is unknown; however, it is

absent in class-1 myosins and thus appears not to be essential

for motor activity. A large structural domain, that accounts for

six of the seven strands of the central b sheet, is formed by

residues 81 to 454 and 594 to 629. Unless otherwise stated,

sequence numbering refers to the Dictyostelium discoideum

myosin-2 heavy chain throughout this chapter. This domain is

usually referred to as the upper 50-kDa domain (U50). A large

cleft divides the upper 50-kDa domain from the lower 50-kDa

domain (L50), a well-defined structural domain formed by

residues 465 to 590. The actin binding region and nucleotide

binding site of myosin are on opposite sides of the seven-

stranded b sheet and phosphate moiety of the nucleotide at

the rear of the nucleotide binding pocket. The P-loop, Switch-

1, and switch-2 are located in the upper 50-kDa domain close

to the apex of the large cleft. All three nucleotide binding

motifs contact the phosphate moiety of the nucleotide at the

rear of the nucleotide binding pocket and act as b-phosphate

sensors. Structures obtained in the absence and presence of

ATP analogues indicate that the switch motifs move toward

each other when ATP is bound, and move away from each

other in its absence. Switching between ATP and ADP states is

associated with specific intramolecular movements, analogous

to the nucleotide-dependent conformational transitions in

G-proteins.84 Conformational changes during the transition

between different nucleotide states appear mostly to corre-

spond to rigid-body rotations of secondary and tertiary

structural elements. The motor domain can thus be regarded

as consisting of communicating functional units, with sub-

stantial movement occurring in only a few residues. Residues

411 to 441 form a long helix which runs from the actin

binding region at the tip of the large cleft to the fifth strand of

the central b sheet. A broken helix is formed by residues 669 to

689. The broken helix is frequently referred to as the ‘SH1-’

and ‘SH2-helix region’, named for reactive cysteine residues.

The SH1/SH2 region is tightly linked to the converter domain,
that functions as a socket for the C-terminal light-chain

binding domain. The relay helix, a long helix which emerges

from the Switch-2 region, is in contact with the SH1 helix. As

its name implies, the relay helix functions in communicating

conformational information between the actin binding site,

nucleotide binding site, and the mechanical amplifier ele-

ments in the neck region.

There are approximately 70 myosin motor domain struc-

tures deposited in the protein database (www.rcsb.org)

derived from X-ray crystallography (Table 3), with most

derived from Dd myosin-2. Other structures were derived from

scallop (Pm and Ai), squid (Lp), chicken (Gg), or pig (Ss).

Crystals were obtained under various conditions, with and

without bound nucleotide or in complex with a series of

nucleotide analogues. There are no structures of human

myosins yet, and there are no high-resolution structures of

full-length myosins or myosins in complex with actin fila-

ments (F-actin). Despite their highly conserved features, only

the motor domains of members of four myosin classes have

been characterized structurally. In addition to the various

structures of class-2 myosins, the structure of one myosin-1

motor domain (Protein Data Bank [PDB] 1LKX), four struc-

tures of chicken myosin-5a motor domains (PDB 1W7I, 1W7J,

1W8J, and 1OE9), and five structures of class-6 myosin motor

domains (PDB 2VAS, 2VB6, 2V26, 2BKH, and 2BKI) have

been solved. In other words, our understanding of structure-

function relationships in the myosin and actomyosin systems

is restricted to the motor domain, several more common

interaction motifs in the tail region of unconventional myo-

sins, and the neck regions of a small selection of myosin

superfamily members. However, hybrid approaches, combin-

ing high-resolution structural information with results

obtained using other biophysical and computational techni-

ques, have produced insights into many aspects of the mole-

cular mechanisms governing myosin function).11,85
4.8.1.4 A Chemomechanical Model of the Actomyosin
ATPase Cycle

A model combining kinetic and mechanical states during the

cyclic interaction of the myosin motor domain with ATP and

F-actin was first proposed by Lymn and Taylor,86 based on

insights gained from transient kinetic studies on F-actin and

soluble myosin head fragments, and from electron micro-

graphs of cross-striated muscle. On the basis of experimentally

solved high-resolution X-ray structures, electron microscopy

(EM) experiments with the isolated proteins, and solution

kinetics, this chemomechanical cycle was further refined by

assigning chemical states, that are defined by the nucleotide

bound at the active site, to experimentally observed structural

states (Figure 4). Starting with a nucleotide-free myosin or

‘apo-state’ and the lever arm in the ‘postrigor’ position, the

motor protein is tightly bound to the actin filament [A �M].

Binding of ATP to myosin initiates the dissociation of the

actomyosin complex as a result of the negative cooperativity

between actin and ATP, converting the motor to a state which

is referred to as ‘postrigor’ or ‘prehydrolysis state’. Conforma-

tional changes in the motor domain lead to the repositioning

of the lever arm and the formation of the hydrolysis compe-

tent ‘postrecovery stroke state’ [M� � T]. In this detached state,

www.rcsb.org
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Figure 3 (a) Ribbon representation of the chicken myosin head fragment X-ray structure (PDB2MYS) color coded for the proteolytic
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the hydrolytic cleavage of the ATP to ADP �Pi takes place. The

equilibrium constant for the hydrolysis step is close to one for

most myosins examined. Subsequently, myosin rebinding to

the actin filament takes place, initially resulting in the for-

mation of the weak affinity, metastable ‘pre-power stroke state’

[A �M� �D �Pi] and progressing to the ‘posthydrolysis state’

with moderate actin affinity [A �M� �DþPi]. Isomerization

steps concurrent with strong binding to actin, swinging of the

lever arm, and force generation are coupled to the release of
inorganic phosphate (Pi) [A �M �D] and subsequently ADP

[A �M]. Except for the ‘rigor state’, most of the states described

in this scheme are difficult to approach experimentally. Elec-

tron density maps of the actomyosin complex obtained by

cryoelectron microscopy (cryoEM) are still of comparatively

low resolution, and crystal structures of the myosin head were

only obtained in the absence of actin. Nevertheless, it is pos-

sible to ascribe individual X-ray structures to certain states of

the ATPase cycle.
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Table 3 Available myosin X-ray structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) database (www.rcsb.org)

Myosin
class

Organism Ligand 1 (active
site)

Ligand 2 State (ATPase
cycle)

Cleft Active
site

Lever arm
position

Resolution
(Å)

No. of amino
acids

PDB ID Ref.

Motor domain
1 Dd Mg �ADP �VO4 F Prepower

stroke
Partially

closed
Closed Up 3.0 697 1LKX 118

2 Dd Mg �ADP F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.3 776 1JWY 179
2 Dd Mg �ADP F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.3 776 1JX2 179
2 Dd Mg �ADP/R238E F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.8 1010 1G8X 116b
2 Dd F F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.1 761 1FMV 180
2 Dd Mg �ATP F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.15 761 1FMW 180
2 Dd Mg �m-

NphAE �BeF3

F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.0 761 1D0X 181

2 Dd Mg � o-
NphAE �BeF3

F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.0 761 1D0Y 181

2 Dd Mg � p-
NphAE �BeF3

F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.0 761 1D0Z 187

2 Dd Mg � o, p-
NphAE �BeF3

F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.0 761 1D1A 181

2 Dd Mg � o, p-
NPhAP �BeF3

F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.0 761 1D1B 181

2 Dd Mg �N-methyl-
NphAE �BeF3

F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.3 761 1D1C 181

2 Dd Mg �MNT F Postrigor Open Open Down 1.9 762 1LVK 182
2 Dd Mg �ADP F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.1 762 1MMA 183
2 Dd Mg �ATPgS F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.1 762 1MMG 183
2 Dd Mg �AMP � PNP F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.1 762 1MMN 183
2 Dd Mg �ADP �BeF3 F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.0 762 1MMD 104
2 Dd Mg �PPi F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.7 762 1MNE 184
2 Dd Mg �ADP �BeF3 F Postrigor Open Open Down 1.75 770 1W9I 185
2 Dd Mg �ADP �BeF3 F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.0 770 1W9K 185
2 Gg Mg �ADP �AlF4 F Prepower

stroke
Partially

closed
Closed Up 3.5 820 1BR1 144

2 Gg Mg �ADP �AlF4 F Prepower
stroke

Partially
closed

Closed Up 2.9 791 1BR2 144

2 Dd Mg �ADP �VO4 F Prepower
stroke

Partially
closed

Closed Up 1.9 762 1VOM 186

2 Dd Mg �ADP �AlF4 F Prepower
stroke

Partially
closed

Closed Up 2.6 762 1MND 104

2 Dd Mg �ADP �VO4 Blebbistatin Prepower
stroke

Partially
closed

Closed Up 2.0 762 1YV3 169

2 Dd Mg �ADP �VO4 BL4 Prepower
stroke

Partially
closed

Closed Up 2.0 762 3BZ7 187

2 Dd Mg �ADP �VO4 BL6 Prepower
stroke

Partially
closed

Closed Up 2.2 762 3BZ8 187

2 Dd Mg �ADP �VO4 BL7 Prepower
stroke

Partially
closed

Closed Up 2.1 762 3BZ9 187

2 Dd Mg �ADP �AlF4 F Prepower
stroke

Partially
closed

Closed Up 2.0 770 1W9J 185

2 Dd Mg �ADP �AlF4 F Prepower
stroke

Partially
closed

Closed Up 1.95 770 1W9L 185

2 Dd Mg �ADP �BeF3 F Postrecovery
stroke

Partially
closed

Closed Up 3.6 820 1BR4 144

2 Dd Mg �ADP �VO3 F Postrecovery
stroke

Partially
closed

Closed Up 2.3 788 2JJ9 173

2 Dd Mg �ADP �VO3 PBP Postrecovery
stroke

Partially
closed

Closed Up 2.8 788 2JHR 173

2 Dd F F Rigorlike Closed Closed Down 1.9 776 2AKA/
1Q5G

188

5 Gg SO4
2� F Rigorlike Closed Closed Down 2.7 766 1W8J 189

5 Gg SO4
2� F Rigorlike Closed Closed Down 2.05 795 1OE9 114

5 Gg Mg �ADP �BeF3 F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.0 795 1W7J 189
5 Gg Mg �ADP F Rigorlike Closed Closed Down 3.0 795 1W7I 189
6 Ss F F Rigorlike Closed Open Down 2.4 814 2BKH 123
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Table 3 Continued

Myosin
class

Organism Ligand 1 (active
site)

Ligand 2 State (ATPase
cycle)

Cleft Active
site

Lever arm
position

Resolution
(Å)

No. of amino
acids

PDB ID Ref.

6 Ss SO4
2� F Rigorlike Closed Open Down 2.9 858 2BKI 123

6 Ss Mg �ADP �BeF3 F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.4 788 2VAS 190
6 Ss Mg �ADP �BeF3 F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.3 788 2VB6 190
6 Ss Mg �ADP �VO4 F Prepower

stroke
Partially

closed
Closed Up 1.75 784 2V26 126

S1

2 Lp F F Rigorlike Closed Closed Down 2.6 839 3I5G 191
2 Lp F F Rigorlike Closed Closed Down 3.4 839 3I5H 191
2 Lp SO4

2� F Rigorlike Closed Partially
closed

Down 3.3 839 3I5I 191

2 Pm F F Rigorlike Closed Closed Down 3.25 838 2EC6 191
2 Lp F F Rigorlike Closed Closed Down 3.4 839 2EKV 191
2 Lp SO4

2� F Rigorlike Closed Partially
closed

Down 3.3 839 2EKW 191

2 Lp F F Rigorlike Closed Closed Down 2.6 839 2OVK 191
2 Pm F F Rigorlike Closed Open ? Down 3.3 840 2OS8 191
2 Gg SO4

2� F Postrigor Open Open Down ? 2.8 843 2MYS 192
2 Lp Mg �ADP F Postrigor Open Open Down 3.1 839 3I5F 191
2 Pm Mg �ADP F Postrigor Open Open Down 3.1 840 2OTG 191
2 Lp Mg �ADP F Postrigor Open Open Down 3.0 839 2OY6 191
2 Ai Mg �ADP/SO4

2� F Postrigor Open Open Down 3.1 840 1S5G 193
2 Ai SO4

2� F Postrigor Open Open Down 2.75 840 1SR6 193
2 Ai Mg2þ �SO4

2� F Postrigor Open Open Down 3.2 837 1KK7 194
2 Ai F F Postrigor Open ? Down 4.2 830 1DFK 195
2 Ai Mg �ADP �VO4 F Prepower

stroke
Partially

closed
Closed Up 2.5 840 1QVI 196

2 Ai Mg �ADP �VO4 F Prepower
stroke

Partially
closed

? Up 4.2 831 1DFL 195

2 Ai Mg �ADP F Internally
uncoupled

Open ? Uncoupled 2.5 835 1B7T 197

2 Ai Mg �AMP � PNP F Internally
uncoupled

Open ? Uncoupled 3.0 835 1KQM 194

2 Ai Mg �ATPgS p-PDM Internally
uncoupled

Open ? Uncoupled 3.8 835 1KWO 194

2 Ai Mg �ADP p-PDM Internally
uncoupled

Open ? Uncoupled 2.8 835 1L2O 194

2 Ai Mg �ADP �BeF3 F Internally
uncoupled

Open ? Uncoupled 2.3 837 1KK8 194
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As its name implies, actin was recognized early on to serve

not only as the passive track on which myosins move, but also

to play an active role in catalysis. Myosin displays poor ATPase

activity in the absence of actin and requires the interaction

with F-actin for fast release of the products of the hydrolysis

reaction – Pi and ADP.
4.8.2 Structural Features of the Myosin Motor
Domain

4.8.2.1 The Actin Binding Region

The exact details of the actomyosin interface, and the mod-

ulation of the interaction between the myosin motor domain

and the actin filament during nucleotide turnover are of cru-

cial importance for force generation and chemomechanical

coupling. The interaction strength undergoes a stepwise

increase from the low-affinity myosin-ATP state to the
B10 000-fold stronger bound nucleotide-free state (rigor;

Figure 4). As a result of its filamentous nature, the actomyosin

system is inaccessible to high-resolution structural analysis

using crystallographic approaches. Structural information of

the actomyosin complex has been obtained for the myosin

motor domain bound to F-actin in the strong-binding

nucleotide-free and ADP conformations. These states of the

actomyosin complex are structurally accessible to cryoEM and

small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), methods which are cur-

rently capable of delivering structural information on macro-

molecules up to a resolution of 1 nm. Models providing

atomic-level details of the complex have been obtained by

hybrid approaches which combine high-resolution X-ray

structures of the globular myosin head and F-actin with the

SAXS and cryoEM data (413 Å).87 The resulting models show

each myosin head to interact mainly with one actin monomer

in the filament (Figure 5(a) and 5(b)85b).

The total contact area between the actin filament and

myosin corresponds to about 2000 Å2. The actin binding



(a) (b)

Figure 5 (a) The actomyosin complex. X-ray structures of myosin S1 (yellow) and actin (gray) are fitted into the cryoelectron microscopic map
of actomyosin.85b (b) The actomyosin interface. The myosin motor domain is shown in cartoon representation (yellow), with F-actin as surface
(gray). The actin binding region consists of a number of structural elements, including the cardiomyopathy (CM) loop, loop 2, loop 3, and loop
4, and the helix-loop-helix motif (shown in red).
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Figure 4 The actomyosin adenosine triphosphatase cycle.
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region of myosin comprises topologically separate structures

of the myosin motor domain. Loop 3 and the helix-loop-helix

motif of the L50-kDa subdomain, the cardiomyopathy (CM)

loop and loop 4 of the U50-kDa domain, and loop 2 linking

L50 and U50 contribute to actin binding. Loop 2 has been

shown to be involved in both weak and strong binding
interactions with F-actin. Electrostatic contacts are formed in

the initial weak binding of myosin to actin between positively

charged lysine residues of this loop and negatively charged

residues of the N-terminal region of actin.88 A large number of

mutagenic studies highlighted the role of loop 2 in the for-

mation of the actin-myosin complex.89 Loop 2 appears to be

MAC_ALT_TEXT Figure 5
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highly variable in sequence between different myosins, and it

was shown that the length and charge distribution of loop 2

have effects on actin affinity and the actin-activated ATPase

activity of myosins.88b,90 However, a more detailed analysis of

the relative rates of observed evolutionary change reveals that

the sequence of loop 2 is among the most constrained parts of

the myosin molecule.91 Key features like overall charge and

charge density are similar for the loop 2 regions of most

myosins; and myosins which are known to be kinetically or

developmentally similar show only minor changes in this

region. The most divergent loop 2 part is displayed by class-9

myosins. They contain a large 140- to 175-amino acid inser-

tion in loop 2 and exhibit a significant affinity for actin even in

the ATP-bound state.92

The CM loop lies at the tip of the motor domain, in close

proximity to the entrance of the large cleft which separates the

L50-kDa and U50-kDa subdomains. The CM loop plays an

important role in the modulation of actin binding. A point

mutation at position R403 in human b-cardiac myosin was

the first mutation which was found to be associated with

familial hypertrophic CM. Analyses of a recombinant R403Q

mutant of human b-cardiac myosin, as well as the equivalent

R397Q mutant of Dd myosin-2, show normal basal ATPase

activity, a threefold reduced actin-activated ATPase activity,

and a fivefold reduced motility in the in vitro motility assay.93

The CM loop is the only region of the myosin motor domain

which has been implicated to play a role in the physiological

regulation of motor activity. In some unconventional myosin

isoforms, the CM loop holds a phosphorylation site at the

amino acid which is 16 residues upstream to the D in the

consensus sequence DALAK (residue D403 in Dd myosin-2).

These myosins are characterized by a threonine (T) or serine

(S), where conventional myosins have an aspartate (E) or

glutamate (D) residue. The site is generally referred to as the

‘TEDS rule site’.94 Phosphorylation of the threonine or serine

residue at this particular position increases actin affinity in the

presence of ATP, the coupling efficiency between actin and

nucleotide binding sites, and the motor activity.95 A cluster of

hydrophobic residues in the CM loop was found to maintain

the strong binding state. Replacement of residues 398–405 in

Dd myosin-2 leads to the same phenotypic defects as observed

following molecular genetic depletion of myosin-2.96

The positively charged loop 3 is primarily involved in

electrostatic interactions with F-actin. Because the model fit-

ting brings loop 3 into proximity with the neighboring actin

monomer, on the long-pitch actin helix below the primary site

of actomyosin interaction, it is also referred to as the ‘sec-

ondary actin binding site of myosin’.11b,88a Crosslinking of

loop 3 with F-actin was obtained with skeletal muscle myosin

and with a chimeric construct of the Dd myosin-2 motor

domain containing loop 3 of skeletal muscle myosin. Sig-

nificant crosslinking between loop 3 and actin occurred with

the N-terminal region of actin.88a

The helix-loop-helix motif is conserved in structure

between different myosin classes. Hydrophobic residues are

flanked by ionic and/or polar amino acids, and the motif is

involved in both hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions.

The motif was predicted to be the main, strong stereospecific

binding site to actin.97 Charge changes at positions 530

through 532 in this region resemble the effects of
phosphorylation of the TEDS site. The presence or absence of

a single negative charge at position 531 or 532 has a major

effect on actin affinity, with little change being communicated

to the nucleotide binding pocket. The E531Q mutation leads

to a reduced actin affinity and reduced motility, whereas the

Q532E mutation increases the affinity fivefold.88c,98

A high degree of functional conservation has been found in

the way actin and different myosin isoforms interact with each

other. Therefore, it was assumed that the docking process and

the molecular details of the actomyosin interface in most

instances are similar for myosins from different organisms and

classes. Unfortunately, actomyosin models which are obtained

by the current hybrid approaches are still ill-defined. New

approaches or significant technical advances are required to

improve the quality of the models and to allow better pre-

dictions about the features and structural details of the acto-

myosin interface. Here, technical advancement in the area of

cryoEM will provide more accurate insights into the acto-

myosin interaction. Computer-assisted flexible docking of the

high-resolution X-ray structures into lower resolution EM

maps represents a new means to enhance the models and gain

more detailed information. In addition, ‘normal mode ana-

lysis’99 and the use of spatial inverse distance weighting

interpolation100 have been used for flexible fitting of myosin

head fragment X-ray structures into the envelopes of EM

electron density maps of the acto-S1 complex, thereby allow-

ing structural features of the protein to adjust to the docked

environment.

The spatial interpolation approach in combination with

the use of coarse-grained models was applied to the modeling

of the acto-S1 complex based on an B14-Å cryoEM map.

Compared with rigid-body docking of the individual

domains, spatial interpolation produced a much better fit to

the EM envelope and an overall root mean square deviation

conformational change of 5.3 Å. The results are in good

agreement with the result from constrained molecular

dynamics simulations. It is thus an efficient alternative which

requires only seconds of computing time. Another promising

new technique is the molecular dynamics flexible fitting

(MDFF) method.85a,101 Atomic structures are flexibly fitted

into the EM maps using classic molecular dynamics simula-

tions. Forces proportional to the density gradient of the EM

map are added in the molecular dynamics simulations to

adapt the high-resolution X-ray structures to the EM envelope.

The MDFF method avoids the use of reduced structural

representations, as coarse model techniques inherently do,

and enables the flexible and stereochemically correct fitting of

atomic structures, while making use of all features contained

in the EM maps during the simulations. A first report

describing the use of the MDFF approach to fit atomic models

into the interface, using a 13-Å resolution cryoEM density map

as a constraint, describes more extensive contacts between

actin and the myosin head.85a In the resulting model, the

motor domain interacts clearly with two adjacent actin

monomers. In particular, loop 3 and loop 4 move in toward

the actin binding interface. Compared with previous models,

these changes lead to a twofold increase of the contact surface

between actin and myosin.85a

A disadvantage of the MDFF method is its high computa-

tional cost. The wider use of computer-assisted flexible fitting
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methods, in combination with biochemical and biophysical

validation, holds great promise for gaining new, important

insights into details of the actomyosin interface and the

underlying interactions.
4.8.2.2 The Mechanism of ATP Hydrolysis

Despite the importance of the hydrolysis reaction for myosin

motor activity, details of the reaction mechanism still remain

elusive. Partial information was revealed by the use of oxygen

isotope exchange techniques in mechanistic quench flow

studies. With the use of these biophysical techniques, it was

shown that the hydrolysis reaction in myosin is carried out as

a single-step reaction, with Walden inversion taking place at

the g-phosphate.102 In addition, by using 32P-labeled ATP as

substrate for the hydrolysis reaction, it was shown that no

phosphorylated myosin intermediate is formed during the

reaction. Moreover, the results of subsequent 18O exchange

measurements indicated the formation of a pentavalent tran-

sition state of the nucleotide, rather than the formation of a

metaphosphate intermediate.103 All these investigations led to

the assumption that the nucleotide hydrolysis reaction in

myosin motors occurs preferentially via an associative

mechanism rather than a dissociative one, although definitive

proof is still missing. Recent investigation of the energy

landscape around the hydrolysis transition state found a rather

flat energy landscape in which the associative, dissociative, or

concerted mechanisms are equally likely.104 Nevertheless, the

associative mechanism is well accepted as the predominant

hydrolysis pathway in myosin. In the context of a hydrolysis

mechanism with more associative character, the attacking

water molecule needs to be activated by deprotonation, and

the final attack is accomplished by the resulting hydroxide ion.

Nucleophilic attack of the g-phosphate by a water molecule

would be energetically unfavorable. Kinetic studies demon-

strated that the produced proton is released at the same time

as the inorganic phosphate.105 The key questions are: Where

does the proton go and what acts as the general base? In the

literature, several mechanisms for the activation have been

proposed (Schemes 1).

1. The g-phosphate itself acts as the base and the proton is

directly transferred from the attacking water.106

2. S181 acts as a proton relay (the proton is transferred to the

g-phosphate).107

3. S236 acts as a proton relay (the proton is transferred to the

g-phosphate).106

4. K185 acts as a base and deprotonates the attacking water.107

5. K185 acts as an acid and protonates the g-phosphate.108

6. The ‘two-water hypothesis’: The attacking water transfers

the proton to a helper water molecule which is positioned

by E459. In addition, E459 may act as the final base.109

Unfortunately, the individual steps of the hydrolysis reac-

tion are difficult to approach experimentally. This gap is filled

by the use of computer simulations which facilitate modeling

enzymatic reactions at atomic resolution. Several computa-

tional approaches have been performed for the hydrolysis

reaction in myosin motors and, altogether, five of the six

proposed activation mechanisms have been examined. The

simulations assumed an associative hydrolysis mechanism.
Hybrid quantum mechanical (QM) and molecular mechanical

reaction path calculations were used, because molecular

mechanical reaction path calculations are not suitable for the

modeling of processes involving bond breakage, and QM

reaction path calculations are not practical for modeling the

behavior of the entire motor domain as a result of the large

size of the system.

Interestingly, the only two computational attempts where

the entire myosin motor domain was included focused on the

‘direct’ activation pathway or pathways including proton relay

mechanisms (S236 and S181),110 although mutational studies

of the corresponding serine residues did not abolish the ATP

hydrolysis activity of myosin. These studies differ in the choice

of initial X-ray structure, in the QM basis set, and in the

treatment of electrostatic solvent effects. Within the error of

the methods used, the three examined activation pathways for

a direct, S236- and S181-mediated water attack were found to

be equally likely, as represented by the small differences in the

height of the calculated reaction barriers. The lowest barrier

height was observed for the S236 proton relay pathway.113a

However, all the calculated barriers are much higher than the

experimental values. In general, the energy barrier for ATP

hydrolysis in myosins is found experimentally to be reduced

to approximately 14.5 kcal mol�1 110b compared with 28.9 to

29.3 kcal mol�1 in aqueous solution.111 In the product state

obtained by the simulations, the coordination of Mg2þ and

S237 of Switch-1 appears to be broken. This loss of strong

coordination between the Switch-1 loop and the metal ion

was suggested to be coupled to the opening of Switch-1 after

hydrolysis. Thus, it was proposed to constitute the key element

for the initiation of the communication pathway between the

active site and the actin binding region. Theoretical approa-

ches, using only small-model systems of the nucleotide

binding pocket, have provided additional support for the

‘direct’ pathway.112 Calculations suggest mechanisms in which

K185 acts as the acid which protonates the g-phosphate,108 or

a mechanism supporting the two-water hypothesis with E459

acts as the final base.113 In addition, the authors of the latter

study speculated about E459 acting as a transient proton

acceptor. Protonation of E459 might facilitate the opening of

the salt bridge. This could, in turn, lead to the release of Pi

together with the proton liberated during ATP hydrolysis.

However, it is known that the protein environment exerts a

large effect on the chemical reaction. Neglecting most of the

protein during the calculations and confining the model sys-

tem to residues in the active site thus lowers the reliability of

the results dramatically. The consideration of additional acti-

vation pathways, such as dissociative or concerted mechan-

isms, still appears beneficial for gaining a better understanding

of the progress of the enzymatic reaction. Other issues which

arise from a static theoretical treatment of the hydrolysis

reaction concern the neglect of thermal fluctuations of the

protein and the possible occurrence of multiple transition

states along the reaction path.
4.8.2.3 The Mechanism of Chemomechanical Coupling

Basic features of the mechanism of chemomechanical cou-

pling in the actomyosin system are apparent from the model



Scheme 1 Schematic diagram of six proposed associative mechanisms for the ATP hydrolysis in myosin. Electron transfer is indicated by red
arrows. The six mechanisms differ in the way the lytic water (Hlyt) is activated and the liberated proton is transferred. (i) Direct activation; (ii)
S181 acts as proton relay; (iii) S236 acts as proton relay; (iv) K185 acts as a base; (v) K185 acts as an acid; (vi) ‘two-water hypothesis’.
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shown in Figure 4. The energy liberated by the hydrolysis of

Mg2þ -ATP is not directly converted into mechanical energy,

because hydrolysis occurs while the myosin motor is detached

from F-actin. Rather, ATP acts by releasing myosin from the

stable rigor complex, inducing the formation of a hydrolysis

competent state, followed by the stepwise return to the rigor

state via a number of metastable intermediates with increasing

affinity for F-actin. The process is strictly vectorial because ATP

binding is irreversible. After ATP hydrolysis, progression

through the various metastable states is accompanied by

rebinding to F-actin and the emergence of small-scale move-

ments in the nucleotide binding pockets, that are related to

product release. These small movements are amplified within

the motor domain and the adjacent neck region. The size of

the power stroke is determined by the extent of this
amplification, with the length of the lever arm and the size of

the angular change as the major parameters. The direction of

movement is determined by two factors. First, the myosin

motor domain binds to the polar actin filament in a fixed

orientation under formation of stereochemically well-defined

interactions. Second, the directions in which the distal tip of

the neck region projects away from the motor at the start and

end of the power stroke is important. The velocity is deter-

mined by the stroke size and the rate-limiting step of ATP

turnover. The duty cycle is defined by the ratio of time spend

in strongly vs. detached or weakly attached states.

4.8.2.3.1 ATP-induced changes at the active site
High-resolution structures show large conformational changes

in the active site between the nucleotide-free and the

MAC_ALT_TEXT Scheme 1
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catalytically competent structures.84,114 In the structures

thought to represent a rigorlike state with high actin affinity,

the phosphate moiety sensing loops – Switch-1, Switch-2, and

P-loop – are moved outward. This leads to an opening of the

active site and a concomitant loss of its binding and catalytic

competence. Biochemical studies indicate an B10 000-fold

lower ATP affinity in the rigor state compared with states with

low actin affinity.84 However, the reaction proceeds efficiently

in the presence of physiological levels of Mg2þ -ATP, that are

typically in the millimolar range. The P-loop senses the g-
phosphate of ATP entering the pocket and initiates the process

of closing of the nucleotide binding loops. Triggered by this

small initial conformational change and concomitant with the

formation of a tight network of hydrogen bonds, Switch-1 and

Switch-2 move toward each other. The concerted movement of

the P-loop and closure of the Switch motifs position the

nucleotide and create the active site primed for the enzymatic

cleavage of the g-phosphate. This sequence of events explains

why ATP, but not ADP, can induce active site closure.

Figure 6(a) shows the conformation of the nucleotide in

the catalytically active, closed pocket. A schematic repre-

sentation of the hydrogen bond network, as observed in

crystal structures of the hydrolysis-competent state of the

myosin motor domain in complex with nucleotide analogues

is shown in Figure 6(b). More than 20 interactions are formed

between the protein and the nucleotide. The Mg2þ ion is

required for nucleotide binding to the active site. The divalent

cation chelates the ATP with high affinity, stabilizes the pro-

tein-substrate complex, and is required for productive cou-

pling of hydrolysis to motor function. A cation of similar size

and overall charge, like Mn2þ , can be used both in crystal-

lographic experiments as well as in kinetic studies without

large changes in the rate of ATP turnover or motile activity.

The Mg2þ ion is coordinated by six ligands – two oxygens

of the g- and the b-phosphates of ATP, respectively; the side

chains of S237 and T186; and two water molecules. Site-

directed mutagenesis revealed additional contributions of the
(a) (b)

Figure 6 (a) The nucleotide binding pocket. The electrostatic potential is m
Blue, electropositive; red, electronegative. The values of the electrostatic po
Schematic interaction diagram of ATP and myosin-2.
interacting residues to the hydrolysis reaction.115 On the basis

of these mutational studies, crucial roles in the ATP hydrolysis

reaction were found for the residues K185 of the P-loop, R238

of Switch-1, and G457 as well as E459 of Switch-2. Mutation

of these residues resulted in a loss or substantial decrease of

myosin ATPase activity. Alanine scanning mutagenesis showed

the involvement of N233, S237, and D454 in binding and

retaining the nucleotide in the active site, because the binding

of a fluorescent-labeled ATP was negatively affected in these

mutants. No effects on ATPase activity or motility were

observed for mutants involving residues S181, N235, S236,

I455, and S456. Residues R238 and E459 form a salt bridge

between Switch-1 and Switch-2. Myosin motor domains with

mutations E459R or R238E, blocking salt bridge formation,

show defects in nucleotide binding, reduced rates of ATP

hydrolysis, and a 10-fold reduction in actin affinity. Inversion

of the salt bridge in the double-mutant R238E/E459R elim-

inates most of the defects observed for the single mutants.116

With the exception of a 2500-fold higher KM value for ATP, the

double mutant displayed enzymatic and functional properties

very similar to those of the wild-type protein. These results

show that, independent of its orientation, the salt bridge

between Switch-1 and Switch-2 is required to support efficient

ATP hydrolysis, normal communication between different

functional regions of the myosin head, and motor function.116

4.8.2.3.2 Coupling between actin and nucleotide binding
sites

Subsequent to the hydrolysis reaction and formation of the

ADP �Pi complex, the myosin head rebinds to F-actin. Actin

binding induces cleft closure and a series of subdomain

movements leading to changes in the orientation of the three

edge b strands: b1, b2 and b3 of the central b-sheet. Additional

changes upon cleft closure are observed in the relative position

of the U50 and L50 subdomains (Figure 7). The Switch-1 loop

preceding b6, the Switch-2 loop following b5, and the P-loop

following b4 move outward during the stepwise transition
apped on the surface representation of the nucleotide binding pocket.
tential are given as multiples of 25.85 mV (k T ec

� 1 at T¼ 300 K). (b)
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Figure 7 Cleft opening in myosin-5. Coupling between Switch-1
movement and the opening of the cleft (indicated by the arrows).
Superposition of the rigorlike (red, Protein Data Bank [PDB] 1OE9)
and postrigor state (cyan, PDB 1W7J).
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from the catalytically competent structure with low actin

affinity to the nucleotide-free structure displaying high actin

affinity. Changes in the actin interface are thereby coupled to

significant movements of nucleotide binding loops, resulting

in the disruption of interactions which stabilize g-phosphate

binding and the coordination of the Mg2þ ion and, therefore,

ADP binding. The loss of the Mg2þ ion coordination induced

by actin binding is similar to the effect of GTPase exchange

factors on the release of GDP by small G-proteins. Therefore,

actin can be viewed as an ADP exchange factor for myosin.84

This sequence of events explains the role of the central b sheet

and associated loops as a transducer in the communication

between the actin and nucleotide binding sites, and the reci-

procal relationship between actin and nucleotide affinity.
4.8.2.3.3 Coupling to the neck region
In addition to the coupling between the nucleotide binding

site and the actin binding region, a communication pathway is

apparent leading to the converter and neck regions. The

changes along this communication pathway are thought to be

reversed but otherwise mostly similar for recovery and power

strokes. Because the recovery stroke occurs while myosin is

dissociated from F-actin, the recovery stroke is experimentally

much more accessible and therefore better understood. The

formation of the tight myosin-nucleotide complex triggers the

converter domain, together with the neck region, to rotate by

about 601 (recovery stroke), thus priming the lever arm for the

power stroke. The recovery stroke is driven by the closing of

the nucleotide binding pocket around ATP, as was shown by

spectroscopic studies.118 As described earlier, the P-loop senses

the g-phosphate upon ATP binding and initiates the process of

closing of the nucleotide binding loops. High-resolution

crystal structures of the myosin motor domain in the open
nucleotide binding pocket state (postrigor) with the lever arm

in the down position, and in structures in the closed active site

state with the lever arm in the up position (pre-power stroke)

were obtained with the help of nucleotide analogues.

A striking difference between the X-ray structures of the

rigor and the pre-power stroke states is the presence or absence

of a kink in the long relay helix (Figure 8). As its name

implies, the relay region functions by communicating con-

formational information between the actin binding site, the

nucleotide binding site, and the converter domain. The relay

helix receives its input directly via Switch-2, to which it is

directly connected, and indirectly via rearrangements in the

central b sheet. The relay helix responds to the closing of

Switch-2 and a change in the twist of the central b sheet by

forming a kink. This change induces a rotation of the

C-terminal end of the relay helix, that is transmitted to and

enhanced by the SH1 helix, and results in a rotation of the

converter domain by 60 to 701 in the case of myosin-2 (Ani-

mation 1). Hydrophobic contacts between the first turn of the

lever arm helix and the N-terminal domain further stabilize

the up conformation.118 The extent of kink formation deter-

mines the size of the converter rotation. The structure of a

class-1 myosin indicates that this type of motor can produce a

20 to 301 greater power stroke than myosin-2. Dd myosin-1E

forms a more pronounced kink as a result of a hydrogen bond

between Asn616 in the SH1 helix and Thr418 in the relay helix

at the position of the kink. The Ca of Thr418 can thus move

1.5 Å farther into the core of myosin. Because the C-terminal

end of the relay helix is tightly coupled to the converter

domain, this kinking leads to a rotational movement of the

converter domain. Highly conserved hydrophobic residues are

responsible for the coupling, that occurs primarily in the area

between the tip of the relay loop and the converter domain b
core. Hydrophobic contacts between the first turn of the lever

arm helix and the N-terminal domain further stabilize the

lever arm in the up conformation. In myosin-1E, contacts are

formed between Phe686, Tyr69, and Tyr71. Although these

residues are completely conserved in class-1 myosins, similar

hydrophobic contacts are absent in myosin-2.

Additional information about the mechanism underlying

energetic coupling between changes in the nucleotide binding

pocket and the position of the lever arm were obtained by

combining the results of structural studies with calculations of

minimum energy pathways between crystallographically

defined end states, targeted molecular dynamics, and normal

mode analysis.119 The results of the individual approaches

differ in details, but the combined complementary pathways

give insights into a possible mechanism for the conforma-

tional transition, and reveal a number of ‘‘hot spot’’ residues

which are involved in the ‘chemomechanical coupling’ of the

recovery stroke. Although the minimum energy pathway

approach does not provide a very detailed solution, the tar-

geted molecular dynamics simulations identified a number of

polar and hydrophobic residues which are involved in and

required for the transition. According to the simulations,

important polar interaction between Switch-2 and the relay

helix are formed by E409, S456, Q468, N472, and N475. F458

of Switch-2 is buried in a hydrophobic pocket of surrounding

residues which follow the motion of F458 during the closing

of the nucleotide binding pocket. The formation of a crucial
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Figure 8 Power stroke and recovery stroke of myosin-2. Coupling between Switch-2 movement, the kinking/unkinking of the relay helix, and
rotation of the converter during the power stroke (indicated by arrows) are shown. The postrigor (blue, Protein Data Bank [PDB] 1G8X) and pre-
power stroke states (yellow, PDB 2JHR) are compared.
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hydrogen bond between G457 to the g-phosphate of the

nucleotide is identified as the trigger for the kinking of the

relay helix. In both theoretical approaches, the relay helix in its

kinked form is stabilized by a hydrophobic core of sur-

rounding aromatic residues (F482, F487, F503, F506, and

F652). Polar residues which were identified to be important

for the coupling between the relay helix and the SH1 helix are

E490, E493, E497, R695, R738, and K743. The importance of

many of these residues for myosin motile activity was con-

firmed by mutational studies.115b,120
4.8.2.3.4 Direction of movement
Besides its crucial role for force generation, the converter

domain defines the directionality of the motor proteins. Most

myosins share a high structural and sequence similarity

among their converter domains, and move directionally along

actin filaments toward the plus end (barbed end) of the actin

filament. It was shown by molecular engineering that the

direction of movement of a native plus end-directed myosin

can be reversed simply by changing the direction the lever arm

projects away from the motor domain by 1801.121 This artifi-

cial backward-moving myosin was constructed from three

preexisting molecular building blocks: a plus end-moving

myosin-1 motor domain, a human guanylate-binding protein-

1-derived four-helix bundle as the directional inverter, and

two a-actinin repeats, forming an artificial lever arm. a-Actinin

repeats were determined earlier to be functional replacements

for the myosin lever arm (Figure 9).122 Class-6 myosins are

the only known myosins which naturally move toward the
minus end of the actin filaments. Structural analysis revealed a

unique insert (P774-W812 of myosin-6) in the converter

domain which wraps around the converter and thereby

redirects the attached lever arm by about 1801 compared with

plus end-directed myosins (Figure 10).123 In addition, the

distal part of the insert exhibits a previously undetected CaM

binding site. Both, the insert and the associated CaM form

specific interactions with the converter, whereas most inter-

actions of the converter with the relay are maintained. In vitro

motility experiments of chimeras of the myosin-6 motor

domain and the myosin-5 lever arm, with and without the

unique insert, demonstrated the insert in the myosin-6 con-

verter to be the only determinant of directionality.124

Another issue related to class-6 myosins is the observed

large step size (20–40 nm), despite myosin-6 possessing just a

small neck region.125 However, crystallographic analysis of the

myosin-6 head fragments in the pre-power stroke state (PDB

2V26) reported an unusual conformation of the motor,

facilitated by the unique insert, which enables class-6 myosins

to rotate the converter together with the lever arm through a

much larger angle (B1801) than observed with myosin-2

(B601).126 This large rotation of the lever arm during the

power stroke is consistent with measurements in an optical

trap127 and fluorescence experiments measuring simulta-

neously the step size and angular changes of the lever arm.128

Thus, the unique insert appears to be responsible both for the

reversed directionality and the large step size of myosin-6

motors. In addition, a second unique insert (C278 to A303 in

myosin-6) in the motor domain, close to Switch-1 of the

nucleotide binding pocket, affects the nucleotide association
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Figure 10 Comparison of the B1801 redirected myosin-6 converter
domain (red, Protein Data Bank [PDB] 2BKI) and the myosin-2
converter (teal, PDB 1Q5G). A calmodulin light chain (pale brown)
binds to the redirecting insert-2 of myosin-6. Myosin-2 is indicated
as transparent silhouette. The myosin-2 light-chain binding region
extends downward.

Figure 9 A model of an engineered, artificially reversed myosin.
Reverse-direction movement of myosins can be achieved simply by
rotating the direction of the lever arm 1801. The artificial minus end-
directed motor consists of three building blocks: a myosin-1 motor
domain (yellow), a directional inverter formed by a four-helix bundle
segment of human guanylate-binding protein-1 (red), and an artificial
lever arm formed by two a-actinin repeats (blue).
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and dissociation rates and is responsible for the slow rate of

nucleotide-induced dissociation of myosin-6 from the acto-

myosin complex (40 times slower than myosin-5).95e
4.8.2.4 Unconventional Neck Extensions

In 2005, it was shown that myosin-10 has a 120-amino acid-

long stable, single a-helical domain (SAH) in the neck region in

addition to the IQ motifs.129 SAH domains are found in several

proteins, but were previously unseen in any myosin. In fact, this

particular domain in myosin-10 was previously predicted to be

a coiled-coil region. In contrast to coiled-coil a-helices, that are

mainly hydrophobic, SAH domains are highly charged (rich in

E, K, and R) with many stabilizing ionic interactions along the

helix either between lysine and glutamate or between arginine

and glutamate.130 EM of myosin-10 showed that only the distal

end of the SAH domain dimerizes, and the length of the lever

arm corresponds to the length of three IQ motifs plus the 15-

nm-long SAH domain.129 In addition to myosin-10, class-6

myosins as well as myosin-7a and Dd MyoM contain E-, R-, and
K-rich sequences, and are thus predicted to contain SAH

domains in their neck regions. SAXS studies of a myosin-6

dimer, artificially linked by a leucine zipper, support the pre-

diction of an SAH domain rather than a coiled-coil motif.131 To

test directly the capability of the SAH domain as an extension of

the lever arm to increase the step size, EM experiments were

carried out using a chimeric myosin-5 construct with only two

of the six native IQ motifs as well as the putative SAH domain

of Dd MyoM attached to the IQ region.51 The results indicate

that the SAH domain indeed functions as a part of the lever arm

(Figure 11). The Myo5-2IQ-SAH chimera restored the length of

the wild-type myosin-5 with its 6 IQ motifs, was capable of

processive movement along actin filaments at physiological

conditions, and yielded only a slightly reduced power stroke in

an optical trap compared with the wild type. Thus, the SAH

domain is part of the neck region in some myosin isoforms –

mainly members of class-6, 7, and 10, as well as Dd MyoM. It

serves presumably as an extension of the lever arm to increase

the step size of these isoforms. Consequently, the results suggest

the SAH domain to be at least partly responsible for the large

step size in class-6 myosins. An alternative model for the

extension of the myosin-6 lever arm was suggested by

Mukherjea et al.39 According to their model, the triple-helix

proximal tail domain can extend from a zig-zag-zig geometry,

that supports the length of a single a-helix (4 nm), to a length

of 12 nm.39
4.8.3 Allosteric Communication

Allostery is defined as the modulation of a protein’s activity by

the binding of an effector or the modification of a residue at a
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Figure 11 Model of a two-headed heavy meromyosin-like myosin-
10 fragment with the single a-helix inserted between the IQ domain
region and S2.
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site distant from the active site. The allosteric trigger can be the

binding of a small molecule ligand, the interaction with

another protein, or the post-translational modification of an

amino acid side chain. The concept of allostery is not the same

as cooperativity, but cooperativity is rather a specific case of

allosteric regulation. The term ‘cooperativity’ has been used

extensively to describe the allosteric modulation in quaternary

proteins with four binding sites, such as hemoglobin and

CaM, in which the binding of a ligand to one site increases the

affinity of the other sites for the same type of ligand. In that

context, two models were proposed during the early 1960s –

the Monod, Wyman and Changeux model, in which all sub-

units of a protein assembly must be in the same state to allow

binding of a ligand to one subunit; and the Koshland,

Nemethy and Filmer model, in which the binding of a ligand

to one subunit induces all other subunits to take the same

state. Nowadays, it is generally recognized that allostery occurs

and can play a critical role in monomeric proteins.132 Tradi-

tionally, the binding of an allosteric effector has been descri-

bed to induce a conformational change in a remote site, thus

changing the geometry or charge distribution at the active site.

However, it has been recognized that a more accurate

description of the structural changes underlying allosteric

regulation requires that the dynamic properties of proteins are

considered as well. In quite a number of cases, the binding of

an allosteric modulator is not associated with discrete and well

localized structural changes in a remote site, but rather has an

impact on the global flexibility of the protein, leading to a

population shift in the statistical ensemble of conformers.133
4.8.3.1 Myosin Regulation

The myosin motor itself is an intrinsic, allosterically regulated

protein. Remote sites in the molecular motor communicate

via pathways which connect distant sites, and trigger large
conformational changes and B10 000-fold changes in actin

and nucleotide affinity during a normal mechanical

cycle.84,134 This intrinsic allostery is a specific type of allosteric

modulation, because it does not include the binding of

another effector molecule. In Section 4.8.2, the individual

cases of intrinsic allosteric communication within the myosin

head fragment are depicted. With regard to the chronological

occurrence during the mechanical actomyosin ATPase cycle,

these instances are as follows:

1. The coupling between the opening of the 50-kDa cleft

(Animation 2) and the closing of the nucleotide binding

site on binding of ATP

2. The coupling between the nucleotide binding pocket and

the converter during the recovery stroke

3. The communication between the actin binding region

(closure of the cleft) and the opening of the nucleotide

binding pocket after ATP hydrolysis

4. The coupling between the nucleotide binding pocket and

the converter domain leading to the power stroke

In all four cases, the opening or closing of the active site is

involved in the allosteric communication, as described in

detail earlier. However, details of structural changes occurring

along the reaction coordinate of the actomyosin ATPase cycle

can be further refined. The results of an elastic network model

(ENM)-based normal mode analysis of the myosin-2 head,

that specifically addressed the question of correlations

between movements of the switch motifs and the opening/

closing of the cleft on the one hand and the converter rotation

on the other hand, are consistent with the coupling mechan-

isms deduced from structural analysis.135 The ENM method

describes the protein under study as a coarse-grained model

with the Ca atoms connected by springs with a standard force

constant. Correlation analysis of the low-frequency modes

obtained from myosin-2 in the pre-power stroke state pro-

duces positive and significant correlation between the opening

of Switch-1 and the closing of the 50-kDa cleft, as well as

between the opening of Switch-2 and the downward rotation

of the converter domain. No coupling was found between the

opening of Switch-2 and the closure of the cleft. A significant

correlation was also obtained between the opening of Switch-

1 and the rotation of the converter domain, presumably

transmitted through the closure of the cleft. Thus, the ENM

analysis reflects the indirect coupling between actin binding

and converter rotation, because binding of the actin filament

to the myosin head has a positive allosteric effect on the rate of

Pi release from the motor.

Allostery, likewise, plays an important role in the regulation

of myosin motors. In vivo, the catalytic function and motor

activity of most myosins are highly regulated. The major ways

in which conventional myosins are regulated are through

phosphorylation of their heavy chains or the associated reg-

ulatory light chains. Phosphorylation of the myosin-2 heavy

chain by myosin heavy chain-kinases has been shown to

influence filament formation of some isoforms negatively.136

Studies on the regulation of Dd myosin-2 revealed that MHC

phosphorylation occurs mainly at three threonines, positioned

in the a-helical coiled-coil tail region (T1823, T1833, and

T2029).137 T1823 is located at the fourth (d) position of a

heptad repeat, a key position reserved for hydrophobic residues.
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Phosphorylation of T1823 is suggested to disturb the local

coiled-coil structure whereas phosphorylation of T1833 or

T2029, both located at the seventh position of a heptad repeat

on the outside of the coiled coil, most likely interferes with

electrostatic interactions between the tails of different myosin

molecules. Mutational studies of the three threonines sup-

ported the importance of these residues for the filament

assembly.138 Aspartate mutants, mimicking the phosphorylated

residues, led to an inhibited filament formation in vitro and a

loss of function in vivo. The largest effect was found for T1833.

Threonine-to-alanine mutations resulted in the formation of

myosin filaments in vivo, but motility was inhibited. In Dic-

tyostelium, dephosphorylation of the MHC is the most impor-

tant mechanism which drives myosin-2 filament formation.139

Dd myosin-2 and class-2 myosins in general also hold a

regulatory phosphorylation site, that has a direct impact on

the motor activity. The introduction of a phosphate group on

a single serine residue (S13) of the regulatory light chain

(RLC) of Dd myosin-2 by myosin light-chain kinase A has

been implicated in the four- to sixfold enhancement of motor

activity of filamentous myosin, but has been proved to have

no effect on filament assembly.122a,140 The phosphorylation of

S13 is stimulated by cyclic adenosine monophosphate, and

mutation of the serine to alanine (S13A) resulted in no

detectable phosphorylated RLC in vivo and in vitro, suggesting

that it is the only phosphorylation site in the RLC.141
EL

Mg2+

Ca2+

(a) (b)

Figure 12 (a) Regulatory neck region of scallop myosin-2 (Protein Data B
the essential light chain (ELC) (purple), the regulatory light chain (RLC) (gr
embeds the ‘hook’ of the myosin-2 heavy chain. (b) Asymmetric head-head
muscle myosin (PDB 3DTP).
All class-2 myosins appear to have a motif of hydrophobic

residues clustered in the region of the heavy chain where the

RLC binds.142 This conserved cluster of hydrophobic residues

interrupts the a-helical coiled-coil structure of the heavy chain

and causes the neck region to bend by B601 to form a

‘hooklike’ structure (Figure 12(a)). The N terminus of the RLC

embeds the ‘hook’ in a hydrophobic cavity. In general, binding

of the RLC rather than CaM is restricted to class-2 myosins.

The chemical removal of the RLC leads to the formation of

large aggregates, in which the myosins are not able to form the

highly ordered, helical filaments.

A framework for the underlying mechanism for the allos-

teric transmission of information from the regulatory light

chain (RLC) to the more than 10-nm distant active site came

from visualization of two-dimensional crystalline arrays as

well as three-dimensional reconstruction of cryoEM maps

(B20 Å) of dephosphorylated smooth muscle HMM.143 Fit-

ting the crystal structure of the vertebrate smooth muscle

myosin motor domain, including part of the neck and the

essential light chain (ELC),144 into the EM maps revealed an

asymmetric head-head interaction in which the actin binding

region of one head is positioned on the converter and ELC of

the neighboring head. This interaction interferes with the

rearrangements of the domains needed for Pi release and

activation. The corresponding state had already been observed

in earlier EM experiments under conditions favoring an
Rod

Motor

domain1

Asymmetric

head-head

interaction

ELC1

C2

RLC2

RLC1

Motor

domain2

ank [PDB] 1WDC). The three-chain calcium binding site is formed by
een), and the myosin heavy chain (blue). The N-terminus of the RLC
interaction which stabilizes the ‘off’ state observed in Tarantula
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inactive state, although the details of the head-head interac-

tion had not been resolved.145 In addition, the tails of these

dimeric myosins were folded twice at about 50 nm and 100

nm away from the head-tail junction, instead of being exten-

ded a-helical tails (Figure 12(b)). The folded smooth muscle

myosin had virtually no ATPase activity, thus constituting an

‘off’ state.146 The structural results are consistent with muta-

tional studies, showing the region K11 to R16 of the RLC to be

important for stabilization of the ‘off’ state. Phosphorylation

of the serine residue (S13 in Dd myosin-2) disrupts the

interactions between the two myosin heads in the ‘off’ state.

The occurrence of the asymmetric head-head interaction in the

‘off’ state has now been confirmed in thick filament structures

of many other species, including Tarantula,147 scallop,148

Limulus,149 as well as in vertebrate murine150 and rabbit151

cardiac muscles.

Folded intermediates have also been implicated in the

regulation of myosin-5 activity. In the absence of calcium ions,

myosin-5a sediments at 14S instead of 11S and adopts a

compact, folded conformation.152 However, binding of the

GTD of myosin-5a to a cargo receptor is thought to be the

physiological regulator of its motor activity, rather than

changes in calcium ion concentration. GTD binding to cargo

receptors disrupts the interaction between the motor domain

and the tail, leading to the activation of both ATPase and

motor activity.153 An elegant aspect of this model is that only

motors which are bound to cargo are functional.
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4.8.3.2 Small-Molecule Inhibitors of Myosin Motor Activity

Several small chemical compounds have been identified that

affect myosin motor activity in an allosteric manner

(Scheme 2). 2,3-Butanedione monoxime (BDM) was one of

the first noncompetitive myosin-2 inhibitors.154 Although it

binds only with a low affinity to myosin (KIE5 mM for ske-

letal muscle myosin-2), it was used widely in cell biological

experiments. BDM decreases the ATPase rate and force pro-

duction by inhibiting Pi release and stabilizing the weakly

actin-bound Myosin �ADP � Pi state.155 Because BDM was ori-

ginally supposed to reactivate alkylphosphate-inhibited acet-

ylcholinesterase,156 it also has an effect on serine and

threonine residue phosphorylation.157 Unfortunately, BDM

was found to affect many other proteins in addition to myo-

sin, including potassium channels,158 L-type calcium chan-

nels,159 and myosin-2 light-chain kinase.160 A targeted

screening of a chemical library for new myosin inhibitors

resulted in the discovery of N-benzyl-p-toluene sulfonamide

(BTS), that inhibits the Ca2þ -stimulated ATPase of fast muscle

myosin-2 S1 with an IC50 of B5 mM.161 BTS was shown to

weaken the actin-myosin interaction, inhibit in vitro gliding

motility in a reversible manner, and slow force production in

muscle fibers. The observed inhibitory effect was much weaker

in slow muscle skin fibers and in mammalian cardiac myosin.

Additional compounds which have been reported to

inhibit the myosin Mg2þ �ATPase activity are the fluorescent
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dye 3-[4-(3-phenyl-2-pyrazolin-1-yl) benzene-1-sulfonyla-

mido]-phenylboronic acid (PPBA) as well as the common

antipsychotic drug trifluoperazine (TFP). The former was

initially assumed to inhibit the skeletal S1 motor function

competitively with a KiE0.8 mM.162 Later, it was surmised to

form a ternary complex with the myosin motor domain and

nucleotide, and operate in an allosteric manner both on ske-

letal muscle S1 and Dd myosin-2.163 Based on manual fitting

of the energy-minimized coordinates of the fluorescent com-

pound to the X-ray structure of the Dd myosin-2 motor

domain, PPBA was speculated to bind to a hydrophobic site

distant to the active site and interact with the amino acid

F472.163a

The second substance, TFP, has long been known as a

potent CaM antagonist which was used in millimolar con-

centrations for the removal of regulatory light chains from

smooth muscle myosins164 and scallop striated muscle myo-

sins.165 Furthermore, it appeared to interact with the motor

domain of myosins as a result of its potent inhibition of the

ATPase activity and motility in lower concentrations

(100–200 mM) than are usually required for light-chain

removal (1–2 mM).166 However, the specific binding sites of

both compounds and their mechanism of action are not

known so far, because of a lack of structural information.

PPBA and TFP are not suitable as probes for cell biological

applications or as pharmaceutical drug candidates because

they have effects on multiple proteins and targets in the cell.

The only structurally well-characterized inhibitors of

myosin motor activity are (� )-blebbistatin and pentabro-

mopseudilin (Figure 13). Blebbistatin was discovered in 2003
Figure 13 Ribbon diagram of the superimposed Dd myosin-2 X-ray struct
(� )-blebbistatin (left, Protein Data Bank [PDB] 1YV3) and pentabromopseu
and exhibits high affinity and selectivity for myosin-2.167

Myosins from classes-1, -5, -10, but also smooth muscle

myosin-2, are weakly or not affected by blebbistatin, whereas

skeletal and nonmuscle myosin-2 are potently inhibited

(IC50¼ 0.5–2 mM).168 The other enantiomer (þ )-blebbistatin

was found to have no inhibitory effect on myosin. The X-ray

structure of Dd myosin-2 in the pre-power stroke state with

bound (� )-blebbistatin (PDB 1YV3) revealed the allosteric

binding site in the myosin motor domain.169 Blebbistatin

binds to a hydrophobic pocket at the apex of the large cleft,

less than 4 Å away from Switch-1 and Switch-2 of the

nucleotide binding pocket. The inhibitor binds mainly

through hydrophobic interactions to myosin. The interacting

myosin residues include L262, Y261, S465, F466, E467, I471,

T474, V630, Y634, Q637, and L641. Hydrogen bonds are

formed between the hydroxyl group of the compound and the

main chains of G240 as well as L262. Furthermore, the car-

bonyl group of the methylquinolinone moiety forms a direct

hydrogen bond to S456, a water-mediated hydrogen bond to

S456 of Switch-2, and a water-mediated interaction to the

main chain of I471. As indicated by the low root mean square

deviation (0.407 Å) of the Ca atoms between the inhibitor

bound and unbound structures, no major conformational

changes occurred in the overall motor domain. Nevertheless,

the X-ray structure revealed some local rearrangements of the

side chains L262 and Y634 by 3 to 4.5 Å upon binding of

blebbistatin, suggesting an induced fit docking process.

Comparison of the myosin-2 blebbistatin structure with the

structures of unconventional myosins gave also an explana-

tion for the specificity of the compound. The residues S456,
ures in the pre-power stroke state. The allosteric binding sites for
dilin (right, PDB 2JHR) are shown.

MAC_ALT_TEXT Figure 13
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T474, Y634, and Q637 are variable among the different

myosin classes and thus dictate the affinity of the inhibitor.

Especially at the position corresponding to S459, myosin-1, -5,

and -10 isoforms have a large aromatic amino acid side chain

which could prevent binding of blebbistatin. The mechanism

of myosin-2 inhibition by blebbistatin was elucidated by

comprehensive kinetic studies170 in combination with the

structural crystallographic analysis. Blebbistatin does not

interfere with either actin binding of myosin or ATP-induced

dissociation from actin. It traps the myosin heads in a pre-

power stroke ADP � Pi state with low affinity to actin.22 Recent

studies using a combination of EM and kinetic measurements

reported that myosin-2, in complex with ADP and blebbista-

tin, appeared to resemble the ‘start of the working stroke’ or

posthydrolysis state.171

Pentabromopseudilin (2,3,4-tribromo-5-(3,5-dibromo-2-

hydroxyphenyl)-1H-pyrrole) (PBP) was first described as is a

marine antibiotic with antitumor and phytotoxic activities,

and was reported to inhibit both 12- and 15-human lipox-

ygenase.172 Recently, it was discovered that the compound acts

as a potent inhibitor of myosin-dependent processes such as

isometric tension development and unloaded shortening

velocity in muscle.173 In the case of Dd myosin-2, using X-ray

crystallography pentabromopseudilin was shown to bind to a

previously unobserved allosteric site about 7.5 Å away from

the blebbistatin binding pocket and 16 Å away from the active

site (PDB 2JHR). This novel binding site in the myosin motor

domain is close to the actin binding region at the tip of the 50-

kDa domain, open to the exterior and to the large cleft. Both

hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions contribute to

binding of the inhibitor to the protein. Either polar groups of

PBP, the hydroxyl group of the phenol ring as well as the

amino group of the pyrrole ring, form crucial hydrogen bonds

to K265, that in turn moves B3.4 Å from its original position

on pentabromopseudilin binding. Further residues which are

involved in the coordination of the halogenated pseudilin

include A420, A424, R428, L431, D590, I617, and A618. The

inner face of the pentabromopseudilin binding pocket is

formed by helix 13 (K265 to V268) and helix 21 (V411 to

L441) from the upper 50-kDa domain. The outer face is

contributed by the strut loop (N588 to Q593) and loop-2

(D614 to T629). Besides the local rearrangements, the low

root mean square deviation of 0.695 Å between the pentab-

romopseudilin-bound and -unbound structures indicates no

major conformational changes. The total contact area with

pentabromopseudilin comprises 255 Å2. The specificity of

pentabromopseudilin differs from that observed with other

myosin inhibitors. It displays the highest inhibitory effect on

certain members of class-5 myosins (IC50¼1.2 mM for chicken

myosin-5a) over myosin-2 and -1 isoforms.
4.8.4 Summary and Conclusions

Myosins form a large family of molecular machines which are

composed of a limited set of building blocks with a range and

number which varies according to class and isoform. The

diversity which is achieved by the expression of multiple genes

encoding myosin heavy chains from different classes is

potentiated in most organisms by splice isoform diversity,
association with different light chains, and post-translational

modifications. This variability in design in combination with

distinct expression profiles for the individual myosin isoforms

appears to correlate with the need to serve highly specific

functions and to adapt to changes related to physical activity,

metabolic status, age, or disease. The common feature of all

myosins is the motor domain with a highly conserved

nucleotide binding pocket, actin binding region, and

mechanism for conformational amplification. Changes in the

rates of ATP hydrolysis and product release, and mechanical

modulation of these rates, determine the velocity, rate of force

development, and whether movement is processive or non-

processive. The myosin motor is an intrinsic allosterically

regulated protein. Regulatory mechanisms have evolved that

affect selective steps during ATP turnover and can fine-tune or

switch on and off the motile activity of selected myosins. The

relatively large size of the motor domain and the importance

of allosteric coupling between the different functional regions

of the motor provide ample opportunities for the develop-

ment of small-molecule effectors which interfere in a well-

defined and specific manner with the communication path-

ways in the motor domain. The light-chain binding region

serves primarily as a lever arm which increases the size of the

power stroke per ATP molecule hydrolyzed, although the lever

arm confers regulatory control in some myosins. Moreover,

the direction in which the lever arm projects away from the

motor domain determines the direction in which a myosin

moves over F-actin.121

The tail regions of the known myosin classes differ widely

in size and domain composition. In many instances, the

actual functions for the various domains and motifs found in

myosin tails were defined from studies on other proteins and

remain to be confirmed biochemically for myosins. Moreover,

many myosin tail regions contain protein segments without

any structural or functional link to known protein motifs. One

of the most common protein-protein interaction domains in

the tail region is a coiled-coil-forming a-helix based on the

presence of multiple, minimally interrupted heptad repeats.

Nearly half the known myosin classes are predicted to

dimerize by tail region-mediated coiled-coil formation. In

addition, protein-protein interactions can be promoted by the

presence of SH3 domains, WD-40 repeats, dilute domains,

MyTH4/ FERM tandem domains, ankyrin repeats, PDZ bind-

ing domains, and FYVE zinc binding domains. Direct binding

to lipids is mediated by the TH1 and PH domains (see

Glossary).

Myosin motor domains are ideal model systems for

developing and advancing experimental techniques which

facilitate the physical characterization of biomolecules. In

addition to producing spectroscopic signals and chemical

changes during their catalytic cycle, they produce mechanical

changes which can be followed directly. Consequently, work

on actomyosin has been consistently at the vanguard of bio-

physical methods development. Key contributions emerging

first in the actin-based motor field include the development of

approaches to image biomolecules in the electron microscope,

ensemble enzyme kinetics, single molecule observations, sin-

gle molecule mechanics, and combinations of the latter

approaches.36,86,174 High-speed atomic force microscopy at

video rates was used to image myosin-5 molecules walking
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along actin tracks and to visualize lever arm swinging.175

Structural analysis of the actomyosin system using hybrid

approaches has proved to be of extraordinary value. Hybrid

approaches were first used by combining high-resolution

structural information obtained by X-ray crystallography with

X-ray fiber diagrams from oriented gels to obtain atomic

models of the actin filament and vertebrate smooth muscle

thin filaments.176 Atomic models of F-actin decorated with

myosin S1 were obtained by fitting atomic models of actin and

the myosin cross-bridge into high-resolution cryoEM three-

dimensional reconstructions.11,85b Recent advances make it

possible to include molecular dynamics techniques in the

hybrid analysis of actomyosin complexes, thus complement-

ing atomic details with dynamic information and thereby

bridging the gaps between the structurally well-defined states

along the actomyosin ATPase cycle.85a,177
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